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Abstract 
 
Laser shock peening (LSP) is a form of work hardening by means of laser induced 
pressure impulse.  LSP imparts compressive residual stresses which can improve fatigue 
life of metallic alloys for structural use.  The finite element modeling (FEM) of LSP is 
typically done by applying an assumed pressure impulse, as useful experimental 
measurement of this pressure impulse has not been adequately accomplished.  This 
shortfall in the field is a current limitation to the accuracy of FE modeling, and was 
addressed in the current work. 
A novel method was tested to determine the pressure impulse shape in time and 
space by optimization driven data-matching.  FE model development and material model 
verification was completed in Abaqus.  A 2D and 3D model type study was conducted.  
A proof of concept data-matching optimization tool was developed and verified.  This 
data-matching optimization tool, using the Hooke-Jeeves optimization algorithm, was 
then applied to match experimentally collected residual stress measurements from single 
LSP treated spots in 2024-T351 aluminum specimens.  Validation of this “best-fit” 
pressure impulse was attempted in a 6Al-4V titanium material model for the same LSP 
treatment process. 
A combination Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity and Mie-Grüneisen equation of state 
(EOS) material model was shown to be amply sufficient for modeling the highly dynamic 
LSP event.  A 2D axisymmetric FE model was shown to adequately represent a square 
LSP treatment process, in terms of residual stress field results with the use of a linear 
adjustment factor.  The Hooke-Jeeves optimization algorithm proved highly successful at 
working through a FE model “black box” to match a target residual stress outcome.  
Further, this method was successful in matching the residual stress field of 
experimentally collected data.  The validation of the best-fit pressure impulse in titanium 
was not a perfect match, but exhibited enough accuracy to be useful to design engineers 
in certain cases, and further shows potential for improvement and implementation toward 
this impulse matching goal. 
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LASER SHOCK PEENING PRESSURE IMPULSE DETERMINATION VIA 
EMPIRICAL DATA-MATCHING WITH OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE 
 
I.  Introduction & Background 
Objective 
Laser shock peening or processing (LSP) is a method of work hardening of 
metallic alloys for surface hardness or fatigue life improvement.  Finite element modeling 
(FEM) of the process, however, often relies on an assumed pressure impulse, as the event 
is not easily measured in-situ.  The objective of the current work was to build a stronger 
connection between FEM and the empirical residual stresses imparted by LSP.  The 
unique approach taken here, utilized Isight optimization code (described in Appendix B. 
Isight Optimization Code Details) in conjunction with Abaqus FE code (Appendix A. 
Abaqus Finite Element Code Details) to deduce the LSP pressure impulse shape in time 
and space by matching empirical data from a single LSP spot, namely surface 
deformation (or dimple volumetry) and residual stress.  This deduced pressure impulse 
was then applied to a second material and the FEM-predicted dimple volumetry and 
residual stress were compared to experimental results for validation.  This method is a 
first step in the ability to “catalog” pressure impulse shapes which correspond to certain 
settings in a laser system, and which could be applied in the FE model for better 
prediction of the resultant residual stress field for a specific application. 
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Overview 
 Laser shock peening or processing (LSP) is mechanical in nature, not thermal, 
imparting compressive residual stresses into a workpiece via pressure impulses initiated by 
laser burst.  In metallic alloys, LSP and its associated compressive residual stresses have 
been shown to improve surface hardness and yield strength, as well as the resistance to 
fatigue and stress corrosion cracking [1].  There have been many recent practical 
applications of LSP on military and civil aircraft for fatigue life extension.  Examples of 
titanium treatment are seen in turbine engine blades in the B-1B, F-16, and Boeing 777 and 
787; examples of steel treatment are seen in military helicopter rotor gears and in large 
landing gear structural members of military fixed wing aircraft; and examples of aluminum 
treatment are seen in T-38 side-brace trunnions [2].  A more significant example can be 
found in the titanium wing lug of the F-22, for which the LSP treatment qualification 
involved full-scale fatigue testing, and took over four years, costing the program a great 
deal of money (an example which is currently being repeated on the forward bulkhead of 
the F-35 Joint-Strike-Fighter) [2]. 
Motivation 
The F-22 wing lug example demonstrates perhaps the biggest shortfall in LSP 
today, that is, the lack of validated predictive modeling with enough confidence to 
preclude expensive full-scale testing for process qualification.  One root cause of this gap 
lies in the relatively unknown pressure impulse shape in both time and space.  This 
impulse occurs over just a few hundred nanoseconds and peaks at pressures in the 
gigapascal (GPa) range, making it difficult to measure directly in-situ [3].  Further, LSP 
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settings and best practices tend to be based on proprietary experience, customized for 
individual applications, and governed only loosely by Aerospace Material Specification 
(AMS) 2546 in which “cognizant engineering” is a common fallback [4].  As a result, 
most FEM is done by applying an assumed pressure impulse shape in time and space, 
resulting in inconsistencies among modeling methods and predicted residual stresses. 
Background 
Not long after the advent of the laser (1960), researchers began to test the effects 
of high powered laser pulses on different materials, noticing immediately that momentum 
could be transferred to objects in this way [5], [6].  The momentum was discovered to 
produce a stress wave in solid materials, and very early, the stress wave was measured 
with the use of a quartz gauge [7].  With the stress wave as the focus of attention, more 
work was done in an attempt to augment the impulse imparted by the laser, first by use of 
volatile transparent overlays such as RTV adhesives [8], then through application of 
ablative paint and foil coatings and transparent inertial boundary, typically water [9], 
[10].  Some of the first hydro-code based computer modeling began around this time 
(mid 1970’s) in an attempt to predict modifications which could improve the peak 
pressures transferred to the substrate material [11].  LSP was soon put to use for 
hardening of metallic materials [12], [13], notably in aluminum for improved durability 
of weld zones [14].  The study of these hardening effects continued into significant 
improvement of fatigue resistance in many alloys. 
The basic process of LSP is fairly consistent across most proprietors today.  The 
substrate is first coated with an ablative layer; this is usually a dark paint, tape, or foil, 
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though the substrate itself can serve as the ablative material in some cases.  Next, the 
workpiece is secured in a traversing fixture and an inertial boundary is applied; this can 
consist of quartz, glass, or more commonly laminar flowing water.  The laser is then 
pulsed at the target, vaporizing the ablative tape into a rapidly expanding plasma bubble 
at a single spot.  The bubble is contained by the inertial boundary and thus directs a shock 
into the substrate material.  (See Figure 1 for details)  The process is repeated in an array 
of spots large enough to cover the desired treatment area.  Typically the entire process it 
repeated again in another slightly offset array, creating an overlap which provides a more 
uniform residual stress field in the workpiece. [1] 
 
Figure 1: Diagram of LSP process single burst [15] 
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Laser Systems 
Lasers for LSP treatment are typically Neodymium-doped, Q-switched lasers up 
to 100 joules (J) in power [16], with pulse duration ranging from fractions to hundreds of 
nanoseconds (ns), and spot sizes ranging from fractions to tens of millimeters (mm).  The 
result of these variety of settings is a broad range of laser power densities at the 
workpiece, from fractions to thousands of gigawatts per square centimeter (GW/cm2) 
[16].  The power density is the widely accepted metric on which to judge any given 
treatment process, and for given ablative and inertial layer conditions, will most directly 
correlate to peak impulse pressure. [1] 
Literature Review 
The following section will take a look at key research, with an emphasis on recent 
work, which fills in important background and highlights the state of the field of late.  It 
is not meant to be an all-inclusive, but rather focused on the most pertinent and applicable 
research which builds the foundation and motivation for this work.  The review will 
cover three topic areas to support the objective of the current work; first, the material 
improvements that are imparted by LSP and which make it so valuable; next, the 
evolution of the modeling of LSP, and the best practices or shortfalls seen today; finally, 
the measurement of LSP process parameters such as pressures or velocities, and LSP 
results such as surface displacement and residual stress, which are needed for validation 
of FE modeling of the process. 
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Material Improvement from LSP 
LSP has been well researched and utilized to improve surface hardness, fatigue 
life, and other properties of metallic alloys.  The following is a brief, approximately 
chronological summary of some of the fundamental work demonstrating the 
improvement of mechanical properties in LSP treated alloys, with an emphasis on more 
recent work. 
Battelle Laboratory was early to examine fatigue life in 2024-T3 aluminum with 
notched holes. [17]  They compared untreated specimens to those treated with LSP in 
both a solid circular application area, as well as an annular treatment area to attempt to 
arrest propagating cracks while still allowing them to be observable under inspection.  
Both LSP treatments resulted in a measured fatigue improvement, with the greatest seen 
in the solid treatment zone in which cracks took a large number of cycles to initiate from 
the notches.  The cycles to failure in these treated specimens exceeded 20 times those left 
untreated. [17] 
Peyre and Fabbro explored fatigue of notched specimens of 7075, Al-12%Si, and 
A356-T6 aluminum alloys in untreated, shot-peened, and LSP treated conditions. [18]  
The work utilized a 50% overlapping pattern of 3 square laser bursts.  They found that 
LSP imparted compressive residual stresses more than four times deeper below the 
surface than traditional shot peening.  Further, LSP was found to be very effective in 
raising the fatigue strength in the S-N fatigue curves nearly 20% in all materials when 
compared to untreated specimens, and also showed an advantage of nearly 10% over 
shot-peened samples in 7075.  At stresses of 260 MPa, the fatigue life in 7075 aluminum 
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was improved more than six fold compared to untreated specimens, and still three fold 
compared to traditional shot peening. [18] 
Having been quite successful in LSP endeavors, some experts from Battelle Labs 
created their own company, LSP Technologies Inc.  Allan Clauer among these, continued 
research in the area of improving fatigue resistance via LSP treatment. [19]  The work 
was very thorough in measuring LSP imparted residual stresses in various steel, 
aluminum, and titanium alloys.  LSP was effective in improving tensile, bending, and 
fretting fatigue life in these materials when compared to untreated specimens, including 
cases in which cracks were pre-grown for many cycles before LSP treatment.  In a 
number of cases, treated specimens endured 50-100 times as many cycles as untreated 
specimens. [19] 
Later work by LSP Technologies investigated LSP treatment around fastener 
holes, and stopholes in 2024 aluminum. [20]  Residual stresses were measured using X-
ray diffraction (XRD).  XRD is a method of residual stress measurement in which the 
angle of diffraction of collinear X-Rays through a material indicate the matrix spacing, 
and thus elastic strain trapped in the material.  In all cases, LSP showed delay of crack 
initiation, most prominent in the center-hole specimens.  Also, fatigue life in every type 
of specimen was improved by an order of magnitude. [20] 
The General Electric Company (GE) has been, perhaps, the biggest user of LSP in 
the aviation industry since the 1990s [21], [22], as LSP has been shown to greatly 
improve fatigue life of turbine engine fan blades including in cases of foreign object 
damage.  GE has numerous patents relating to use of LSP on turbine engines, including 
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turbine blade airfoil leading edge treatment, and the use of volumetric dimple analysis as 
a means of quality assurance. [21], [22] 
The US Air Force has also led many research efforts into LSP application. [23]  
One partnership with University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) was very thorough 
in investigating fatigue nucleation and crack growth in untreated, shot peened, and LSP 
treated titanium specimens.  The research utilized a three point bend test, and unique 
tapered specimens to closely replicate turbine fan blade leading edge geometry.  The 
research tested un-notched, notched, and simulated foreign-object damaged (FOD) 
specimens.  The results showed negligible improvement of LSP treated samples when un-
notched.  Both notched, and FOD sample fatigue lives were improved when treated with 
LSP, only slightly for a higher, 0.8 stress ratio, substantially more so for the lower, 0.1 
stress ratio.  While the unusual step-loading design of the experiment was such that it did 
not offer a large statistical sample to establish an entire S-N curve, it still demonstrated 
the improvement of LSP over untreated, and shot-peened titanium under damage-like 
conditions. [23] 
An interesting work by Nikitin et al. [24] tested the fatigue behavior of LSP 
treated and deep rolled 304 stainless steel at high temperatures (up to 600˚ C).  The 
thorough study used high-energy synchrotron XRD to measure residual stresses at 
various fatigue points to determine stress relaxation of both types of treatment.  LSP 
improved fatigue life nearly as much as deep rolling and was equally effective at all 
temperatures even though the residual stresses from LSP did not extend as deep into the 
material as deep rolling.  Fatigue cycle stress relaxation is prominent in all cases, but 
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becomes more pronounced at higher temperatures.  Ultimately LSP proved itself to be 
almost equally as effective as deep rolling for the purposes of fatigue life extension at a 
broad range of temperatures in stainless steel. [24] 
LSP treatment of cold pilger dies for rolling tubing was the focus of a Pacific 
Northwest National Lab study [25].  These A2 tool steel dies tend to fail due to fatigue 
cracks which then imprint onto the rolled tubing.  Here again, XRD was used to measure 
residual stress at the treated surface.  LSP was extremely effective at imparting 
compressive residual stresses over 1 mm deep into the material.  LSP also showed a 
dramatic improvement of the life of the die (measured in length of tubing processed), a 
300% increase.  One unique note of the work was the physical change in failure 
appearance when LSP was used.  Instead of failing in the form of cracks, the LSP treated 
dies failed in a kind of flaking failure mode, possibly due to the dimpled texture that LSP 
imparted onto the die during treatment. [25] 
A study out of China looked at the fatigue life of 7050 aluminum specimens 
treated with two different LSP shocked paths.  While the premise left one hopeful for a 
study of feasible LSP treatment arrays, it was in fact simply a comparison of two LSP 
rows and four LSP rows on either side of the fatigue specimen hole.  Not only does this 
not afford the opportunity to compare to an un-treated specimen, but the treatment 
method is not representative of best practices for fatigue improvement.  The study still 
showed a slight improvement with the addition of more LSP treatment, of questionable 
significance, however. [26] 
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Research by Achintha et al. [27] was conducted on 7010 and 2024 aluminum 
alloy tensile specimens with a center hole.  The work compared fatigue life of untreated 
specimens, full width LSP treatment, full width traditional shot peening, and a smaller 
LSP treatment patch concentrated around the hole.  The study also tested two different 
thicknesses at multiple stress levels, all at a 0.1 stress ratio.  For 15 mm thick specimens, 
LSP was not effective at improving fatigue life, however traditional peening was.  Only 
the concentrated patch LSP treatment in 5 mm specimens resulted in significant fatigue 
life improvement (over 10x) over both untreated, and shot peened specimens. [27] 
A study out of India, in conjunction with Tata Motors [28], examined fatigue life 
extension of spring steel which had already endured 50% of their expected fatigue life.  
The specimens were machined to remove the decarburized layer from heat treatment, and 
were fatigued in three-point bend test for approximately 50% of their expected life.  
Some of the specimens were then treated on the tensile side with LSP, residual stresses 
were determined by XRD, and fatigue tests were continued to failure.  The work also 
compared paint and PVC-based tape for ablative coatings, finding that the tape was 
superior.  The study was very thorough with its characterization of the steels, both treated 
and untreated.  It was found that LSP improved surface hardness and yield strength and 
reduced the energy spent in plastic deformation.  Ultimately, the LSP treated specimens 
saw fatigue life improved 15 times over that of untreated specimens. [28] 
A Jiangsu University study [29] looked at the effects of LSP on stress corrosion 
properties of laser welded joints in 7075 aluminum.  A good comparison was made 
between treated and untreated weld zones.  LSP promoted grain refinement when 
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compared to untreated weld zones.  LSP treated specimens also had improved 
microhardness, as well as higher compressive residual stresses in the weld zone as would 
be expected.  Slow strain rate tensile tests were conducted on treated and untreated 
specimens, each in air as well as 3.5% saline solution.  LSP provided noticeably 
improved stress corrosion properties of the welded specimens in the saline solution, 
resulting in 19% stronger ultimate strength, and 32% more plastic deformation than 
untreated specimens.  The same results were slightly less noticeable in tests conducted in 
air, but LSP treated specimens were still 12% stronger, and allowed 28% more plastic 
deformation before failure.  Most interestingly in the study, extensive microscopic 
evaluation of the grain structure and fracture face showed significant changes in the mode 
of failure when specimens were treated with LSP.  Intergranular fracture of the base 
material dominated LSP treated specimens, while untreated specimens failed in 
transgranular fractures in the weld zones. [29] 
A unique study from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln [30] looked at LSP in 
polycrystalline alumina ceramics (α-AL2O3), which are typically susceptible to 
indentation cracking.  LSP proved effective at imparting compressive residual stresses as 
deep as 1.2 mm into the ceramics, although this was also accompanied by increased 
surface roughness.  Further, the process generally left grains on the surface intact, but 
occasionally resulted in small damage regions near grain boundaries, correlating with 
higher laser power.  LSP also resulted in higher surface hardness, reduced cracking 
around the Vickers indentations, and finally, the imparted compressive residual stresses 
can improve resistance to indentation cracking. [30] 
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Recent work out of Serbia [31] looked at LSP in the nickel based Nimonic 263 
superalloy, focusing exclusively on picosecond laser pulse duration.  This specific alloy 
is usually exposed to elevated temperatures and tends to degrade due to creep.  Both low 
infrared, as well as green wavelength lasers were tested at varying power densities, with 
varying number of accumulated pulses in the study.  The study was a bit misguided in its 
application of LSP, pulsing numerous times, apparently in the same location, without 
replacing the ablative coating.  This resulted in partial melting of the material at the 
surface, and unusual results for the higher number of laser pulses, thus, these results will 
be thrown out of the discussion of the paper.  The work took a close look at the grain 
structure of the material, examined elemental composition via spectroscopy, and also 
measured surface hardness and roughness.  The spectroscopy showed large variations of 
the elemental readings, bringing into question the execution of the measurement for this 
case.  Surface roughness was increased by the LSP treatment, but surface hardness was 
improved.  This part of the work seemed reliable, and remained consistent with other 
findings. [31] 
A paper out of Iran [32] explored the effects of LSP in 6061 aluminum, analyzing 
surface hardness, roughness, grain structure and residual stresses and their dependence on 
laser beam overlap, scanning pattern, and number of shots.  The study is another example 
of one which applied multiple LSP pulses, without reapplication of the ablative layer.  In 
this case, however, the maximum number of consecutive pulses on any single location 
was kept very small and as such, the LSP treatment is more-or-less consistent with 
industry best practices, although only the first impulse likely reaped the full benefits of 
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the ablative coating, as the subsequent shots were thus imparted onto nearly bare metal.  
Comparisons were made between single and double impulses at each coordinate, scanned 
in both switchback and inward spiral paths utilizing between 0 and 70% overlap of 
sequential spots.  Residual stresses were measured with XRD, and hardness with the 
Vickers test.  Consistent with past results, the LSP treatment imparted compressive 
residual stresses, and improved surface hardness in every sample.  Surface roughness also 
increased for every treated sample.  Comparing between treatment methods, generally the 
more impulses per area, the higher the surface hardness; 50% overlap of double impulse 
peening provided the highest average hardness into the depth.  The spiral pattern showed 
a very slight advantage in hardness over the switchback pattern.  Overall, LSP imparted 
rather large compressive residual stresses although anisotropic results were observed, 
potentially due to the original rolling of the material. [32] 
A recent study out of Mexico [33] compared LSP treatment of stainless steel 
notched fatigue specimens of varying thicknesses.  The work was excellent in melding 
modeling to empirical tests, using Abaqus for FEM and FE-Safe for fatigue modeling.  
Specimens of 2205 stainless steel were made in thicknesses of 2, 3, and 4 mm.  Some of 
the specimens were then LSP treated around the notched area, and all of the specimens 
were fatigued in a standard R=0.1 fatigue loading test.  FEM was sped up using the 
eigenstrain model, which will be discussed in a later section more in depth.  In the 
modeling sense, the work serves to demonstrate the motivation herein, there is a 
weakness between modeling and experiment which needs to be overcome.  Residual 
stresses predicted by FEM did not do well to match those measured experimentally via 
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hole-drilling.  As a result, the predicted fatigue life varied somewhat from experimental 
results.  In terms of experimental fatigue life improvement, the work reinforces the utility 
of LSP, with all specimens showing improved fatigue life.  Further, the biggest gains 
were seen in the thinnest material: the 2 mm thick specimens showed 300% improvement 
in fatigue life, the 3 mm specimens had 143% improvement, and the 4 mm specimens 
had just 79% improvement.  These were all still significant improvements over untreated 
materials. [33] 
Work completed by David Eisensmith here at AFIT [34] tested LSP as treatment 
over minimally detectable partial through-thickness cracks in 7075 aluminum.  Driven by 
the aging fleet of Air Force aircraft, the work explored the capability of LSP to improve 
fatigue life in specimens with cracks already formed to a size discoverable by standard 
non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques.  The work also utilized neutron diffraction 
for measuring residual stresses in LSP treated specimens.  He showed that LSP could be 
applied over top of surface cracks without negative effects in the processing, and a 
comparison of square vs. round laser spot LSP treatment showed minimal differences in 
residual stress field.  Further, the application of LSP over surface cracks resulted in a 
significant increase in fatigue life, in fact halting crack growth in every specimen treated 
by LSP. [34], [35] 
Work by Lainé et al. [36] looked more closely at the microstructure and residual 
stresses of titanium after both shot peening and LSP.  The study used cross-rolled 
titanium which was then milled and processed by either LSP, or traditional shot peening, 
or both.  Grain structure was studied via electron back scatter diffraction, transmission 
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electron, and transmission Kikuchi diffraction microscopy.  Residual stresses were 
measured using the hole-drilling method.  One focus of the work was the observation of 
deformation twinning due to high strain rates in the processes.  LSP on top of traditional 
shot peening resulted in compressive residual stresses approximately seven times deeper 
below the surface than shot peening by itself.  Both methods of work hardening result in 
dislocations in the grains.  In shot peening, the dislocations are very tangled in shape, in 
LSP the dislocations take on a very planar geometry and appear to create sub-grain cells.  
Interestingly, the LSP process, despite very high strain rates, resulted in very minimal 
deformation twinning near the surface, and none below the immediate surface.  This is in 
contrast to traditional shot peening which introduced deformation twinning well below 
the surface, despite significantly lower strain rates.  The work provided some very 
interesting metallographic insight into the processes, but also reinforced the deep residual 
stresses imparted by LSP which make the process so effective. [36] 
A study out of Beijing recently addressed the influence of LSP on wire-arc 
additive manufactured 2319 aluminum specimens [37].  This manufacturing process is 
fast and cheap, but produces inconsistent material properties due to inconsistent grain 
structure and imperfections in the material.  Manufactured plates were milled to uniform 
thickness and specimens were cut normal to printed layers.  LSP was applied through the 
middle section of the specimens.  Grain size and orientation were examined via electron 
back-scatter.  Residual stresses were measured by hole-drilling, hardness via micro-
Vickers tests, and yield and ultimate strength as well as elongation were measure via 
standard tensile test.  Electron back-scatter showed that LSP treatment resulted in 
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reduced average grain size, a reduced number of very large grains, and more uniform 
grain orientation.  As expected, LSP also resulted in significantly improved hardness as 
deep as 1 mm below the surface.  Residual stress in the untreated specimens tended to be 
tensile near the surface.  LSP overcame this defect and imparted compressive residual 
stresses more than 0.75 mm into the depth.  The overall effects on tensile properties were 
also positive: LSP treated specimens, with minimal reduction of ultimate strength (<3%), 
had 72% improved yield strength, and less than half the total elongation at failure.  These 
changes represent a very welcome improvement to a very cost-effective additive 
manufacturing process. [37] 
Computer Modeling of LSP 
Having thoroughly demonstrated the material improvements which bring so much 
merit to the use of LSP in the practical sense, it is necessary to explore the historical and 
technical development of engineering computer modeling of this process.  Early 
predictive modeling via hydro-codes for the purposes of shock wave augmentation was 
mentioned earlier [11].  The following will address, in approximately chronological 
order, predictive modeling of the mechanics of LSP in metallic alloys and the resultant 
material benefits in terms of residual stresses and deformation.  Specific attention will be 
paid to model flow and material properties (as an example of best practices), as well as 
pressure impulse shape assumptions (as an example of the lack of consistent best 
practices). 
Substantial modeling of the mechanics of LSP did not occur until the 1990s.  
Berthe et al. [38] paired a confined ablation analytical model with a one-dimensional 
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hydro-code to follow a shock-wave through aluminum foils under a water boundary.  The 
code assumed an elastic, perfectly plastic behavior, but utilized Mie-Grüneisen equation 
of state (EOS) which accounts for hydrostatic pressures exceeding the Hugoniot elastic 
limit (HEL), that is the applied pressure above which the solid no longer compresses 
elastically, but in an elastic-plastic way, behaving more like a fluid with reduced shear 
strength.  The work was effective at modeling the traversing of the shock-wave through 
the material because of the specifically tailored material properties.  This made it 
effective for tracing the shock decay through the material and correlated well with 
velocimetry interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR) measurements of the same.  
The shockwave profile points to the short-rise-time pressure profile that has come to be 
expected of an LSP event (discussed later).  However, their work over-predicts the 
duration of the pressure at much higher power density.  Further, the oversimplification of 
the material to uniaxial, perfectly plastic properties means that this type of simulation is 
not effective at predicting deformation or residual stress during or after the event. [38] 
Braisted and Brockman [39] did a very thorough FEM analysis of laser shock 
peening, and were seemingly the first to compare predicted residual stresses to LSP 
empirical results and XRD measured residual stresses.  The work used Abaqus in a two-
step process to streamline the computational burden of such a highly dynamic event.  The 
challenge in modeling LSP is with the highly plastic behavior, in conjunction with high 
kinetic energy imparted into the workpiece which requires a very long time to dissipate.  
By passing static data to the explicit time integration portion of Abaqus for plastic 
deformation, and dynamic data back to the implicit time integration for final equilibrium 
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analysis, determination of both the immediate shock response as well as the final residual 
stress state was greatly streamlined.  This was particularly effective when multiple laser 
shots were being imparted onto the substrate material as the resultant stress states could 
be continually passed between the two integration methods.  The material model used a 
dynamic yield criteria based on split-Hopkinson bar tests, with upper limits determined 
via flyer-plate tests and HEL.  The work still assumed an elastic-perfectly plastic 
property, but used a linear EOS and an axisymmetric model allowing a radially variable 
residual stress field.  The pressure impulse in the work was assumed to be uniform across 
the round spot and followed a triangular impulse over time with a peak pressure of 5 
GPa, all based on rudimentary experimental observations from prior work.  The finite 
element mesh constituted a rather refined mesh extending one and a half laser spot radii 
from the center of the spot, and into the depth.  Outside of this zone, infinite elements 
were used to prevent any shock reflection within the material affecting residual stresses. 
[39]  The use of infinite element does not precisely represent actual material response, 
particularly in geometries which are of finite thickness, as stress waves would be 
reflected off of boundary surfaces and their interference within the material would result 
in different residual stresses [40].  Infinite elements are useful, however, because they 
reduce computation time by allowing the omission of dissipation time of these reflected 
stress waves.  They can also be suitably representative of LSP in a sufficiently large 
structure where reflected waves would interfere with primary waves well outside of the 
LSP area of interest.  The suitability of this method of modeling will be discussed more 
in-depth when outlining the methodology of this work.  The work of Braisted & 
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Brockman was a very substantial first step into FE modeling, and was very effective at 
predicting residual stress fields, particularly near the surface, but accuracy diminished 
notably further into the depth of the substrate.  Their work also exposed a radial focusing 
effect, especially prominent in round laser spots, which results in reduced compressive, 
or even tensile residual stress at the center of the circular spot. [39] 
Ding and Ye have been big contributors to the LSP field.  In one of their earliest 
collaborative works they paired past experimental data and analytical modeling with a 
new finite element effort [41].  They too used Abaqus with an explicit and implicit 
integration exchange technique.  Their work utilized a square spot by using quarter 
symmetry and also implemented fully surrounding infinite elements leaving only the 
treated surface free.  The pressure impulse was assumed to be uniform over the spot area, 
and following a triangular distribution over a time of 100 ns.  The region of very refined 
mesh in the work extended to twice the width of the square spot.  The von Mises yield 
criterion was used based on HEL dynamic yield strength.  The simulation showed that it 
takes quite some time for the imparted energy to dissipate fully; though the pressure 
impulse had a duration of only 100 ns, the simulation required 4000 ns for the dynamic 
stresses to diminish sufficiently to be considered an adequate solution.  The simulation 
also did a reasonable job at matching experimental residual stresses, particularly near the 
treated surface.  The study also completed a parametric study, varying the number of 
impulses on a single spot, peak pressures, impulse duration, and spot size.  
Fundamentally, the work showed that compressive residual stresses were higher and 
deeper into the substrate with increasing number of shocks.  Higher pressures resulted in 
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deeper plastic deformation, but not necessarily higher residual stresses.  Longer impulse 
time resulted in deeper plastic deformation but below a minimum pulse duration, 
negligible residual stresses were found.  The spot size had little effect on plastic 
deformation, but the work confirmed that of Braisted & Brockman in that a square spot is 
superior in uniformity of residual stress field. [41] 
A 2008 work by Warren et al. [42] was among the first to look at not just laser 
intensity and spot size, but also array spacing on the resultant residual stresses.  The work 
again used Abaqus in a three-dimensional model surrounded by infinite elements.  After 
benchmarking the simulation against past observed data, the research conducted a design 
of experiment (DOE) sensitivity study, changing laser intensity, spot size, and array 
spacing to determine the effects on residual stress field.  The work utilized a Gaussian 
pressure distribution over the round laser spot, and was among the first to utilize a short-
rise-time (SRT) impulse shape in the time domain, that is a pressure impulse which 
spikes quickly, but takes much longer to dissipate.  This impulse shape reaches a peak 
pressure just before the completion of the laser burst, but takes approximately three times 
longer to fully dissipate (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Example of short rise time (SRT) pressure impulse from Gaussian laser pulse [43] 
The work demonstrates one of the substantial obstacles to overcome in relating FEM and 
experimental LSP results.  As seen in the benchmark of the work, the point-wise residual 
stresses from a simulation will be difficult to match to experimental data for which 
residual stress measurement methods such as XRD in this case can only measure an 
average residual stress over a small gauge volume.  Nonetheless, with at least a 
qualitative verification of the FEM, the DOE of the work provided some valuable 
insights.  First, as seen prior, increased laser intensity results in larger, deeper residual 
stresses, and larger laser spots result in more plastic deformation.  Concerning array 
spacing; larger, more uniform residual stress fields can be achieved by overlapping laser 
spots. [42] 
A two-part special issue paper by DeWald and Hill presented a very novel 
approach to LSP residual stress modeling [44], [45].  The method utilizes a relatively 
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recent numerical technique called the “eigenstrain method.”  This method takes residual 
stress results of one advanced simulation from which the LSP eigenstrain is defined; an 
elastic material model is then built and the application of the eigenstrain as “misfit strain” 
to this model results in residual stresses representative of an LSP shot.  The second of the 
two papers looked at the validation of the predictions on many different radii of fillets 
and round bars and pipes.  The eigenstrain method holds a lot of promise in LSP 
modeling due to the simplicity of the model and thus the huge computation savings.  
However, the results showed errors as high as ~35%, and appear to be highly geometry 
(and boundary condition) dependent.  As such, the method has limitations which are not 
suitable for improving generalized predictive modeling of LSP as the “catalog” of 
eigenstrain fields would necessarily be tailored to both laser settings and substrate 
geometry. [44], [45] 
A PhD dissertation by Singh [46], sought to optimize the residual stress field by 
controlling LSP parameters.  The work is yet another which uses Abaqus explicit 
integration for the plastic portion of the process with data hand-off to implicit integration 
to determine the final equilibrium.  The optimization effort used increasingly refined 
simulations to narrow the optimization space, beginning first with a 2D axisymmetric 
model, then working up to a full 3D model run on a supercomputing cluster.  The 
pressure impulse more or less followed the SRT temporal distribution, but was divided 
into concentric rings to vary the spatial distribution, interestingly with peak pressure at 
the outermost ring tapering to 80% peak pressure in the center of the spot. [47]  This 
distribution was based on a prior dissertation out of Ohio State University [48], and no 
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other references or justification for the unusual pressure shape were given.  Material 
properties for the preliminary model utilized HEL dependent dynamic yield strength with 
elastic, perfectly plastic behavior.  The more detailed model in the optimization process 
used the Johnson-Cook yield criteria which is an empirically based material model.  To 
more accurately compare FEM results to experimental residual stress fields measured by 
XRD, the author utilized an averaging scheme over a small portion of the mesh.  The 
model slightly over-predicted residual stress profile near the treated surface, but 
converged somewhat deeper below the surface.  The dissertation went on to look at 
double spot overlap and seven spot overlap patterns for interaction.  Further, the work 
sought to achieve certain residual stress fields via optimization of LSP parameters.  The 
FEM part of the work reinforced previous findings; higher pressure, larger spots, and 
overlapping patterns increase the magnitude, depth, and uniformity of compressive 
residual stresses in LSP treated materials.  The optimization portion of the research found 
that a given residual stress profile could be achieved via multiple LSP spot intensity/size 
combinations.  Most interestingly, the work showed that an elliptical spot would alleviate 
the tendency to produce a more tensile region in the center of the spot. [47]  The work 
carried forward to fatigue life optimization of LSP treated bending specimens by simply 
transferring residual stress results to FE-Safe fatigue life simulation software.  The results 
predicted a huge increase in fatigue life, particularly for lower pressure LSP treatment, 
though the model was not validated via experimental results. [46] 
Work by Ivetic in 2011 [49] sought to improve the modeling of LSP in thinner 
sheets and instances when an infinite element backing may not be an accurate 
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representation of reality.  The material model for the work implemented a Johnson-Cook 
plasticity with the addition of the Mie-Grüneisen EOS.  Abaqus explicit integration was 
used for the entirety of the simulation since chosen material parameters are only available 
in the explicit code.  The work examined varying maximum pressure, impulse durations, 
and square spot size; it even looked at the possibility of applying a damping panel to the 
top surface for use in an in-field treatment without access to the back of the work piece.  
The model showed the best residual stresses were achieved at low pressures, short 
duration, and also with a damping layer on the top.  The effectiveness of the damping 
layer was very sensitive to laser settings, however and is not likely to present a useful 
solution.  The biggest shortfall of the work was the lack of any experimental validation, 
especially considering a model verification was compared to work where specimens were 
peened on both sides, or via multiple shots made to match past work via manually input 
cyclic hardening.  While one could reasonably expect the trends to be indicative of real-
world performance, the fact that boundary conditions were not accurately represented 
leaves a bit of doubt. [49] 
Brockman et al. [50] conducted perhaps the most thorough study to date of LSP in 
aluminum and titanium by using Abaqus.  The paper looked at residual stress variations 
at small scale which ought to be interpreted with some care.  The model incorporated a 
very refined FE model with symmetry on the opposing surface to replicate a double-sided 
LSP treatment.  The material models for both metals used Johnson-Cook flow model with 
von Mises yield criterion and an additional isotropic hardening model.  The pressure 
impulse was given a spatial distribution based on the measured laser power distribution 
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over the size of the spot, though the profile is not explicitly described in the paper.  
Temporally, the impulse utilizes the SRT profile with a peak pressure between 3 and 11 
ns, and trailing off to zero at 300 ns.  The work was careful to note that for such short 
pressure duration, particularly with a well define peak, it is important to use a small 
enough time step in the simulation so as to “capture” the full peak pressure or it will not 
have the full influence on the model.  The model further refined the explicit to implicit 
hand-off method by cycling between the standard explicit integration impulse step, and a 
highly damped explicit integration relaxation step; doing this multiple times to represent 
sequential LSP shots in an array.  After the plastic strain-rate diminished to zero, the 
dynamic state was then handed-off to the implicit integration step to determine the final 
static residual stresses.  One overarching discovery in the work was the presence of many 
localized variations in the residual stress field dependent on spot overlap, stress wave 
reflection, or pressure variations.  The work importantly noted that residual stress 
measured by XRD is actually an average of the residual stress over the chosen or 
designed gauge volume.  To compensate for this fact, the paper utilized a continuous 
interpolation area average to make a better comparison to XRD measured residual 
stresses.  The predicted residual stresses in the work also showed interactions from 
reflected waves which were then studied for further understanding.  The paper 
demonstrated a very well-planned computer modeling technique to best utilize available 
technology.  It also looked in depth at effects of LSP technique and specimen geometry 
on resultant stresses and showed the need for better understanding of associated 
uncertainties.  Perhaps most usefully, it showed a viable averaging of FEM residual 
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stresses to compare to common empirical measurement techniques (which themselves are 
averages), and demonstrated the need to better understand highly localized stress 
variations as they likely contribute greatly to fatigue life and do not show up in the 
averages of common residual stress measurement techniques. [50] 
A recent work out of France linked FEM to empirical results of LSP in 2050 
aluminum [51].  The work modeled the entire laser shock of a single spot in a single 
explicit simulation in Abaqus instead of determining the final equilibrium via an implicit 
simulation.  The FE model was entirely 3D rectangular with a round spot, and infinite 
elements on all sides except the treated surface.  The pressure impulse was modeled with 
the SRT profile over a time of 210 ns, and a spatial profile that produced a spherical 
distribution with a half-power pressure at the outer edges of the circular spot.  The 
simulation considered the kinetic energy of the model to determine when the simulation 
had reached a steady state of residual stresses, ultimately running nearly two orders of 
magnitude longer than the pressure impulse itself.  The material model for the paper 
utilized the Johnson-Cook flow rule with Mie-Grüneisen EOS.  The work traced the 
shock wave propagation through the depth at various time steps immediately after impact 
to show the dynamic yield strength and the shock dissipation over time.  The paper 
compared FEM and empirical results of surface displacement and residual stress field for 
a single laser spot as well as a multiple spot array.  Residual stress was measured by 
XRD, and the work fell prey to comparing point-wise FEM stresses to XRD average 
stress but made an effort to improve the comparison.  The surface displacement, however 
showed fairly accurate agreement with experiment for the LSP array, and very excellent 
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agreement for the single spot.  The work showed some anisotropy in the residual stress 
field, as well as reduced compressive stresses toward the center of the spot particularly 
for higher pressures. [51] 
Li et al. [52] conducted a study of LSP on titanium turbine blades, using an 
explicit simulation in ANSYS to model the process and compare to experimental results.  
The model utilized Johnson-Cook material properties, and the pressure impulse was 
stated to have been modeled based on prior theoretical work but was not explicitly 
described.  The paper simulated four different peak pressures and compared residual 
stress results; it identified the previously demonstrated reduced compressive stress in the 
center of the spot at higher pressures.  The experimental LSP application was conducted 
using aluminum foil for the ablative layer, was confined with water, and the peak 
pressure was measured via thin film sensor though the results were not mentioned.  The 
diameter of the shock indentation, as well as the residual stresses were compared to the 
model and agreed quite well.  It was not stated exactly how residual stress was measure, 
bringing some question as to the legitimacy of the comparison.  The value in the paper 
stems mostly from the modeling effort which reinforced trends discovered in prior work.  
The experimental side of the work seemed a bit lacking and not fully discussed, so the 
comparison between the two is not particularly helpful. [52] 
Langer et al. [53] conducted research to validate high strain-rate modeling of LSP 
via the Johnson-Cook material model in aluminum and titanium.  The strain rates in LSP 
greatly exceed those of the split Hopkinson bar testing used to determine the Johnson-
Cook material model.  As such, it was a valuable step to determine if the sole use of 
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Johnson-Cook parameters could accurately predict the results of the higher strain rate 
flyer plate test.  The results were all within 15% of actual strain values, most within 10% 
and some within 5%.  Further, the addition of the Mie-Grüneisen EOS resulted in 
minimal improvement of the accuracy of the models. [53]  These results are particularly 
important to this body of work as the paper used the same FE code and modeling 
techniques utilized herein. 
Halilovič et al. [54] performed FE modeling of LSP in 304 austenitic stainless 
steel.  This is an alloy in which plastic deformation can cause transformation to the 
martensitic phase, resulting in improved hardness not possible by way of heat treatment.  
The FEM used an axisymmetric model surrounded by infinite elements on all but the LSP 
treated side.  The pressure impulse from the work was rather unique, involving an inverse 
exponential taper to zero at the edge of the laser spot (reflecting a partial Gaussian 
distribution) and an instantaneous max pressure plateau followed by exponential decay in 
the time domain (see Figure 3 for visual representation of the impulse shape).  This 
impulse shape is rather unusual, and is unlikely to represent reality, at least in the time 
domain, though it demonstrates the need for a better characterization of the pressure 
impulse to accurately model LSP.  The entire simulation was done with Abaqus implicit 
integration using extremely small time steps to account for the highly dynamic effects of 
the process. Figure 3 shows in (a), the Gaussian spatial pressure profile (p(r)) over the 
LSP radius (r0) and in (b) the pressure profile through time with respect to maximum 
pressure pmax and the laser shut-off time τ. 
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Figure 3: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) pressure impulse shape used by Halilovič et al. [54] 
The material model was a constitutive strain rate-dependent model with the addition of a 
temperature dependent stress threshold to trigger the martensitic phase transformation.  
The results qualitatively showed increased amounts of martensite at higher pressures, 
larger spot sizes, longer impulse durations, and cooler ambient temperatures.  As 
martensite forms at higher imparted stresses, all of these factors (with the exception of 
ambient temperature) imply stresses deeper into the substrate and reinforce prior findings.  
Further, the paper serves as another method of material modeling (*UMAT in Abaqus) 
which can be used with implicit integration if explicit is not well suited for the intended 
purposes (and thus the Johnson-Cook material model is unavailable). [54] 
A study out of the University of Nebraska Lincoln [55] simulated a hybrid 
manufacturing technique using selective laser melting and LSP to optimize titanium 
material properties.  The material model for the work was a user-input, temperature 
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dependent, tabular data with a full thermal heat flux model.  The material mesh was built 
up by layer to represent the selective additive melting of the process.  The LSP pressure 
impulse was modeled as a simple triangular pulse in the time domain and a partial 
Gaussian distribution radially reaching a bit less than half pressure at the outer edge of 
the laser spot.  The paper modeled three different additive layer thicknesses, all stacked 
up three layers on a fixed substrate.  After each layer application, the LSP treatment was 
applied and residual stresses after each layer-LSP treatment for both 1 GPa and 2 GPa 
LSP pressures were compared.  While it was stated that tensile residual stress develops 
between layers, no controlled model was used (without LSP treatment) to show this.  The 
comparison between two LSP peak pressures, however indicated that the LSP was 
beneficial to the process, as the lower pressure treatment reflected tensile stress between 
layers, and the higher pressure LSP treatment resulted in reduced tensile, or even 
compressive stresses within the layers.  The material model of the work is certainly not 
complete enough, particularly in strain rate dependence to accurately model LSP 
treatment.  Further, the paper is another example of the need for a more thorough 
characterization of the pressure impulse.  Qualitatively, however, the work is good 
enough to show that LSP could be a valuable addition to additive manufacturing improve 
resultant residual stresses. [55] 
A 2016 paper by Kamkarrad and Narayanswamy [56] researched the modeling of 
LSP on biodegradable magnesium orthopedic implants.  These implants can corrode 
within the body, resulting in failure before the supported bone has healed, and 
compressive residual stresses via LSP were proposed as a solution to this problem.  The 
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work was original in the use of a very small laser spot (just 40 μm), and a very high pulse 
repetition rate of 10,000 Hz, as opposed to a more standard rate of 10 Hz.  This required 
careful timing of the explicit to implicit hand-off used in the Abaqus model, so as to 
allow enough time for kinetic energy to fully dissipate.  The material model in the paper 
involved an elastic perfectly plastic model based on HEL dynamic yield limits.  The work 
was also another to utilize a pressure impulse with a partial Gaussian distribution, 
reaching just over half pressure at the outer edge of the spot.  In the time domain, the 
pressure impulse was modeled in shape somewhere in between a triangular pulse and 
SRT shape.  This adds yet another impulse shape to the discord within the LSP modeling 
world.  For a single shot case, the work was validated against experimental data by 
comparing dimple volumetry and maximum residual stresses.  The magnitude of 
maximum displacement was only slightly over predicted, however experimental data was 
not nearly as uniform as the model, likely due to grains not much smaller than the dimple 
itself.  The residual stress magnitudes did not, however reach the depths observed in past 
work.  The real crux of the model accuracy in the work stems from the ability to handle 
the very fast repetition rate properly, an aspect not yet researched in the paper. [56] 
Hasser et al. [57] conducted some very thorough work to improve the 
computational time of explicit only FE modeling of LSP, and apply these methods to 
optimization of LSP treatment for bending specimen fatigue life.  The work featured a 
two-step method of explicit integration modeling with a time-dependent damping applied 
during the second step to speed up the settling time.  The pressure impulse step remained 
unchanged, utilizing explicit integration to capture all of the dynamic effects of LSP.  A 
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second explicit step was added in which a mass-proportional Rayleigh damping was 
applied to only the elastic behavior, and varied with time to damp both high and low 
magnitude strain energy, more quickly achieve a quasi-static equilibrium, and move on to 
the next laser pulse.  When compared to the two explicit plus one implicit step 
simulation, which relied on constant damping, the explicit time-dependent damping 
method resulted in computation time was reduced by more than 80%.  This savings paved 
the way for LSP optimization of fatigue life with improved model reliability based on the 
uncertainty of random process variables.  The reliability portion of the paper is extensive, 
and goes beyond the scope of the intended area of study for this body of work, though it 
should certainly be taken in to account as FE modeling of LSP becomes more 
consistently reliable.  The material model for the work was the Johnson-Cook model and 
the pressure impulse followed an SRT shape in the time domain.  Spatially, the pressure 
impulse followed a rather unique profile in which the middle of the spot was subjected to 
a bit less than 90% of peak pressure, and the outer portion of the spot received peak 
pressure with a sharp drop to zero pressure near the edge of the spot (see Figure 4).  This 
profile was assumed based on the measured laser irradiance profile from prior work [58], 
which interestingly mentioned that a uniform profile assumption was likely sufficient.  In 
any event, this is yet another example of pressure impulse assumptions based on varying 
data sources within the LSP field. [57]  Figure 4 shows the pressure profile across the 
radius of the LSP spot (a) as well as the laser irradiance profile from which this assumed 
profile was taken (b). 
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  a           b  
Figure 4: Pressure profile from Hasser et al. (a) [57] laser irradiance profile from Cao et al. (b) [58] 
Work by Wang et al. [59] explored the numerical modeling of LSP on copper.  
The work modeled a circular disk using quarter symmetry with infinite elements around 
the perimeter, but a fixed back surface.  The material model utilized a user input 
constitutive model based on a flow stress model for metals with face centered cubic 
crystalline structure.  This model incorporated strain-rate dependent Von-Mises yield 
surface.  It is unclear, however, from where the material constants were determined, and 
this could influence the accuracy of the model at the very high strain rates expected in an 
LSP event.  The model was only validated for one strain rate (notably lower than those 
seen in LSP), the accuracy of which was off by more than 10% over much of the stress 
strain curve.  The pressure impulse for the work utilized a Gaussian distribution across 
the radius of the spot, and a piecewise numerically defined SRT profile over the time 
domain.  A parametric study was completed for the paper, varying the impulse duration 
and peak pressure.  The results from this work reinforced past results in that higher 
pressure, and longer duration result in greater dimple volume and larger residual stresses.  
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Validation of a single laser spot was done by comparing surface displacement.  For single 
laser pulse, the maximum depth of the dimple matched fairly well, but diverged for cases 
of subsequent pulses over the same spot.  The radial profile of the experiment compared 
to the model did not match very well, particularly in terms of the dimple width.  The 
radius of the modeled pressure profile was reduced to achieve a better match. [59] 
Je et al. [60] modeled LSP for very small scale hydroforming of fully submerged, 
very thin copper foils.  The model consisted of a very small 3D, quarter-symmetric disk 
surrounded by non-reflecting boundaries (equivalent to infinite elements in prior work).  
The pressure load was set as a uniform distribution over the circular spot, and was 
modeled as a flat impulse over time, likely not representative of the reality of LSP.  The 
material model considered dynamic yield based on HEL, and incorporated a power law 
strain rate dependency similar to the Johnson-Cook strain rate dependent part, but 
modifying the effective stress state.  This model was a reasonable approximation, but not 
as empirically based as the Johnson-Cook model.  Validation of the work was 
accomplished through surface displacement, for which the model predictions deviated 
from experimental data by more than 30% in many places.  The work further 
demonstrated the need for more standardized modeling practices. [60] 
A piece of work out of Jiangsu University in China [61] modeled the effects of 
LSP overlap rate on stress relaxation for cyclically loaded aluminum.  It is an important 
modeling effort, as the relaxation of LSP imparted residual stresses over many cycles 
directly affects the fatigue life of the treated specimen.  A quarter symmetry model was 
used here, with a nine laser spot overlapping pattern for which the amount of spot overlap 
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was varied in the study.  The pressure impulse in the work used the partial Gaussian 
spatial distribution and what seemed to be a near triangular impulse over time.  The 
material model in the paper was not at all discussed which brings into question the ability 
to properly model both LSP as well as cyclic stress relaxation.  Further, the cyclic loading 
appeared to be applied as a pressure over the same LSP treated area, and resulted in 
increased compressive stresses within the treated area except for one case.  While these 
make the study unreliable for many aspects, it still demonstrates a lack of consistency in 
pressure impulse shape assumptions, and also demonstrated the commonplace use of an 
entirely explicit integration simulation. [61] 
Very recent work by Frija et al. [62] modeled LSP in titanium in an attempt to 
optimize LSP parameters via DOE study.  The work reflected many of the latest 
advancements and best practices in modeling.  It utilized a biased mesh surrounded by 
infinite elements in an axisymmetric geometry.  The simulation was run over a single 
explicit step in Abaqus.  The material model incorporated Johnson-Cook plasticity with 
the unique addition of the Johnson-Cook damage criteria.  This addition allows the mesh 
accumulate damage and eventually rupture, resulting in zero stress-carrying capacity.  
The pressure impulse was modeled as uniform over the laser spot and followed an SRT 
profile over time.  The model was validated by comparing residual stress into the depth of 
the treated specimen, and the model compared very well with experiment, only slightly 
under predicting the depth of the residual stress field.  The thorough DOE study ran a full 
factorial study, varying maximum pressure, spot diameter, and full width half maximum 
(FWHM) pressure impulse peak width, that is the width of the pressure spike when 
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measured at a pressure value half that of the maximum value reached.  Each of these five 
variables were tested over five levels and the results analyzed were maximum residual 
stress, surface stress, compressive stress depth, maximum damage, and maximum plastic 
equivalent strain.  The study revealed that moderately high peak pressure, applied over 
shorter impulse duration resulted in higher surface residual stresses while minimizing 
surface damage.  This can be readily applied to structures such as titanium turbine blades 
where hardness is ideal, but surface damage could result in adverse aerodynamic 
influences. [62] 
There are a number of takeaways from this review of FEM development in the 
field of LSP.  First, the acceptance of Johnson-Cook material properties for modeling 
LSP is commonplace due to the ability to handle high strain rates, its foundation in 
empirical data, and its availability in most commercial FE codes.  The addition of some 
form of EOS, typically Mie-Grüneisen, is optionally used, depending on the magnitude of 
peak pressures in the model.  In terms of software technique, Abaqus is commonly, 
though not exclusively used, and any number of combinations of explicit and implicit 
steps can be useful in handling different scenarios, and for balancing model accuracy as 
well as computational cost.  Of late, higher performance computer systems are able to 
handle single explicit step simulations, though the splitting of this process into dual 
explicit step to reduce the kinetic energy settling time is somewhat appealing due to 
computational savings.  Further, it has become rather commonly assumed, though not 
uniformly consistent, that the pressure impulse is some form of partial Gaussian profile 
spatially across the spot, and using a variant of the SRT profile across time.  Though 
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these assumed shapes are common, there are many other varieties of impulse shape 
throughout the field, and all are still assumptions based on very little experimental 
measurement.  Fundamentally, the aforementioned reliance on an assumed pressure 
impulse is the source for much variation within LSP modeling work, and points to the 
need for a better link to determination of this phenomenon. 
Measurement of LSP Artifacts 
It becomes apparent now that the validation of any LSP model with experimental 
data is typically accomplished through the measurement of surface displacement (dimple) 
profile and/or residual stress.  A few attempts have been made at measuring different 
parameters during the LSP event to deduce the pressure impulse or validate the FE 
model.  In any event, the physical methods used to measure these metrics are of particular 
importance to this work as they are the source of the “target” for the optimization 
algorithm.  The following will address first, work which has undertaken the measurement 
of conditions during the LSP process then, methods of measuring the material results of 
LSP. 
It would be ideal to directly measure the pressure impulse in both time and space 
so that it could be directly applied to the FE model.  Recall, however, that the entire event 
takes place over the course of just a few hundred nanoseconds, so the sample rate to 
record the impulse in sufficient resolution would have to be many gigahertz.  Further, the 
modification of the process to measure the pressure could inherently change the material 
results of the treatment.  The measurement of the LSP pressure impulse, or its direct 
results has been tested in a few different ways. 
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The earliest research on the topic used piezoresistive momentum transducers to 
measure laser pulse energy over time, though this does not necessarily directly correlate 
to pressure profile over time [5].  Later work got a bit closer by attaching quartz 
piezoelectric transducers to the back of thin samples to measure the deformation of the 
sample [11].  When run through an oscilloscope, this provides excellent temporal 
resolution, but does not directly measure pressure, and is highly dependent on specimen 
thickness.  These methods were reviewed using modern digital oscilloscopes more 
recently as well, with similar results [3].  The same technique has also been utilized by 
measuring thin specimen velocity on the back surface by way of VISAR during a single 
LSP pulse [38].  All of these methods can assist in better understanding of the general 
behavior of the pressure impulse, but are not directly measuring the pressure, and require 
a specific experimental configuration to collect the data.  The same could not be 
accomplished when applying LSP treatment to an unusually shaped workpiece intended 
for engineering application. 
Banas [63] conducted research in which polarized polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) transducers bonded to the metal directly below the ablative layer.  This is 
perhaps as close as one can come to directly measuring the imparted pressure though it is 
still displaying the strain experienced by the gauge as a result of the pressure, and might 
interfere with the treatment of any material beneath the gauge.  The process is also quite 
cumbersome to implement, and the final pressure results are highly dependent on the 
accuracy of the calibration curves supplied by the PVDF gauge maker.  Further, the 
gauge voltage indicates the change in pressure, thus instantaneous pressure is determined 
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via integration, resulting in reduced temporal resolution of the pulse.  The work was still 
quite useful in reinforcing the SRT impulse shape as closest to reality. [63] 
In recent work [64], the bubble created by plasma expansion during LSP was 
observed and measured.  One rather advanced piece of work utilized stroboscopic 
imaging of a polarized laser to observe shock fronts in the inertial water layer and the 
epoxy substrate as well as the cavitation bubble created in the water layer after the LSP 
pulse.  This method achieved a rather high sample rate, and was quite useful at 
comparing the strength of shock waves between different laser power densities and 
ablative coating conditions.  The energy of the cavitation bubble can be deduced by this 
method and is good for the same comparisons; however, determination of pressure is 
done by integrated calculation, and this still quite coarse temporal resolution leaves rather 
large uncertainty in even the peak pressures at the surface of the workpiece.  Simply put, 
this method still cannot provide an accurate, time-resolved portrayal of the highly 
dynamic pressure impulse imparted into the specimen.  Further, the method is quite 
complex and requires expensive equipment, making it impractical to apply to numerous 
LSP settings in an attempt to build an impulse “catalog.” [64] 
This same method was again researched in an effort to observe bubble oscillation 
as a form of process diagnostic [65].  The work was successful in using both the first 
oscillation of the bubble, as well as the collapse time of the bubble to deduce the energy 
transfer to the target material, though not directly resolving the time-wise shape of the 
pressure impulse.  The technique was rather sensitive to water conditions, however, and 
noted inconsistent results at higher pressures.  Again, this method requires expensive and 
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complex equipment to complete, and works only in fully submerged LSP, not the typical 
application method in industry today. [65] 
It is now apparent that it is expensive and difficult to directly measure the 
pressure impulse, particularly in situ without influencing the material benefits achieved 
by the process.  It is thus suggested that more easily measured material artifacts of the 
pressure impulse be used for this study.  The most obvious material property changes due 
to LSP treatment include surface hardness, surface displacement, and residual stresses.  
The following will examine the viability of each of these parameters for use in LSP 
model validation and deducing the pressure impulse shape in time and space. 
Surface hardness is a very easily measured material property which can readily be 
compared before and after a surface treatment.  It has been used in a significant amount 
of research to assess LSP benefits, as well as compare model to experiment [66]–[74].  
Vickers micro-hardness tests are even small enough to measure the hardness at multiple 
locations across the surface of a single LSP spot.  Hardness usually changes by relatively 
small amounts (as little as 15%), and the mechanisms by which hardness change include 
strain hardening, strain-rate hardening, as well as residual stress [66].  This would make it 
difficult to deduce a single pressure impulse shape which would result in changes to the 
measured hardness. 
Almen test strips, as are used to standardize conventional shot peening, have also 
been put to use in some LSP work [67], and are even suggested for use by the LSP 
material specification [4].  The curvature of these thin strips after the representative 
treatment is applied on one side provides an idea of the bulk stress field within the 
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undeformed material and can be useful for some process quality assurance.  The results 
of an Almen strip test will be indicative, however, of the quality of the entire process, 
from laser settings to shot pattern size and density.  Thus it carries little value for 
deducing the pressure imparted by a single pulse.  It could, however, later be used as a 
secondary form of validation when the deduced pressure impulse is modeled in a pattern 
arrangement for specific engineering applications. 
As previously mentioned, surface deformation, or dimple profilometry has been 
commonly used as a means of validating LSP modeling.  The indentation formed by a 
given LSP setting, in a given material is fairly consistent, and the measurement of this 
dimple has even been patented by GE as a means of quality assurance [22].  A 
profilometer is a common piece of equipment, easy to use, and accurate enough to 
measure small displacements.  This work will utilize surface displacement (dimple 
profilometry) as one of the forms of empirical data which the optimization code will seek 
to match. 
The other most common means for validating LSP modeling is via the resultant 
residual stress field within the treated specimen.  Residual stresses are stresses hidden 
within a material not acted on by an outside force.  The stresses are typically caused by 
non-uniformity of phase change, plastic deformation, or machining.  The absence of an 
external load means that residual stress keep themselves in equilibrium via regions of 
compressive stress balanced by regions of tensile stress. To better visualize this effect, 
see the one-dimensional example on a stress-strain diagram in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: One-dimensional example of residual stress as seen on stress-strain diagram [75] 
These regions vary in size and distribution, and thus must necessarily contain 
some stress gradient.  Residual stresses have been shown to have both desirable and 
undesirable effects on structures.  They can result in undesirable deformation or failure 
properties [76], [77].  They can also be useful, however, in counteracting stress 
concentrations that can reduce fatigue life.  This is where LSP is advantageous, as it can 
impart residual stresses which prohibit crack propagation or minimize stress 
concentrations [78].  The challenge in measuring residual stresses is due to their hidden 
nature, but many reliable methods have been well established.  There are two basic types 
of residual stress measurement: non-destructive and destructive. [79] 
The non-destructive techniques measure crystal lattice spacing via diffraction of 
X-rays or neutrons.  Electromagnetic radiation is diffracted when it passes through a 
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crystalline structure.  Differing diffraction angles indicate different spacing within the 
crystal lattice, and thus reflect the elastic strain left within a specimen.  As any residual 
stress necessarily shows up as linear elastic strain, this strain can be directly linked to the 
stress remaining within the material.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the more common 
method, as X-rays are quite readily available.  The method has become very mature, and 
portable devices can characterized residual stresses at very high resolution, very quickly, 
and in some cases even automatically.  The limitation of these devices is the necessarily 
low intensity of the X-rays which can be produced by a portable (or even stationary) 
device.  The penetration depth for such low intensity X-rays is quite small, and thus, 
portable XRD is really only effective at measuring residual stresses very near the surface 
of the material.  One solution to this problem is a more intense beam of X-rays.  This can 
be accomplished through the use of a synchrotron.  The depth and resolution at which 
residual stresses can be measured via synchrotron XRD are unmatched, but the number of 
synchrotron facilities available for research are limited, and their time is difficult to 
procure.  XRD in either form is diffraction by interaction with electrons, however the 
same principle can be applied to neutrons, which instead diffract via nucleal interactions.  
This means that neutron diffraction can easily penetrate quite deep into a material. [79]  
More recent developments in residual stress measurement have made use of neutron 
transmission spectroscopy.  This method exhibits high spatial resolution in the 2D map of 
the average strain through which the beam passes. [80]  In either method, however, the 
use of neutrons necessitates a reactor to produce them, and again, the number of facilities 
capable of such a measurement are limited in number and availability. 
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The current work had no need of reusing or further testing specimens, and thus an 
effective destructive residual stress measurement technique was perfectly acceptable, 
particularly in its ease and affordability.  Destructive residual stress measurement 
techniques come in a large variety of forms.  The fundamental principal of all is that the 
removal of some of the material containing residual stress creates an imbalance in the 
equilibrium and the surrounding regions will deform to regain that equilibrium.  By 
measuring the resulting deformation, one can deduce the average residual stress which 
existed in the removed material.  This method can also be applied incrementally to 
resolve the gradient of a stress field.  Generally, these methods are fairly straight forward 
and affordable to apply, and utilize readily available equipment and gauges.  They cannot 
resolve stresses at a scale as small as diffraction techniques, but can still work at 
increments quite smaller than the typical LSP spot width.  The material removal can take 
many forms, most commonly a hole, ring, slit, or cut.  Strain is measured in the 
immediate vicinity of the removed material and mathematics or finite element modeling 
is used to determine the residual stresses which must have existed in the removed 
material.  In the hole-drilling case, a strain gauge rosette is place around the area of 
interest, and the strain is measured as a hole is drilled incrementally.  Ring-coring is 
similar, also using a strain gauge rosette, but instead cutting a ring around the outside.  
Slitting involves strain gauges on either side of the slit as well as on the back surface of a 
plate.  The slit is then cut to incremental depths while strain is measured.  Finally, the 
contour method involves completely cutting the specimen in two pieces, measuring the 
cut faces with a profilometer, then using FEM to “push” the surfaces back to zero 
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displacement and compute the stress across the cut section.  This method can be repeated 
on the same specimen to section it into multiple layers, adding another dimension to the 
stress characterization. [79] 
The current research seeks a better link between LSP residual stress results, and 
the FEM prediction of those residual stresses.  Thus, the method of residual stress 
measurement used herein must be simple, affordable, and accurate, with enough 
resolution to “look inside” a single LSP spot.  Further the method must have a well-
defined gauge volume such that it can be accurately replicated within the FE model.  A 
number of different residual stress measurement methods were already noted in many 
works above, typically for FEM validation or to quantify the improvement imparted by 
LSP.  XRD has been used to a great extent to measure residual stresses from LSP or other 
peening techniques [81]–[85].  XRD, however, can only measure to very limited depth, 
and is sensitive to surface texture and grain uniformity.  The following research summary 
addresses some of the methods which show the most promise to accurate FEM 
correlation. 
Pagliaro et al. [86] explored the superposition of multiple residual stress 
measurement methods.  Every measurement method has strengths and weaknesses; 
overlapping a combination of methods can help to balance these out in a more thorough 
characterization of the residual stress field.  The paper worked with large piping, for 
which residual stress measurement is quite difficult.  The introduced method first cuts the 
specimen for characterization via contour method, then uses hole-drilling into the cut face 
and superimposes the results from the two steps.  To validate the results the work used 
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neutron diffraction as a comparison.  The method seems a promising idea, but proved 
rather inaccurate because the cutting method itself leaves additional residual stresses in 
the specimen which must be removed by some zero-stress process. [86] 
Winiarski et al. [87] researched very high resolution methods of measuring 
residual stresses around challenging geometric features such as notches.  The work 
measured residual stresses induced by traditional shot peening, but the application is 
universal.  The pairing of very small hole-drilling or slot cutting with electron microscope 
maps of grain topography allowed measurement of residual stresses in very small 
volumes.  The results showed a great deal of fluctuation at the surface, but the 
measurement of residual stresses below the surface agreed very well with XRD data.  
This method, however, requires an electron microscope for the strain measurement, and 
is thus, still quite complex to implement. [87] 
Residual stress measurement has indeed become quite mature of late, and there 
are many trusted methods available.  For the purposes of this work, due to the size of a 
single LSP spot to be measured, the hole-drilling method seems the best-fit.  It is easily 
implemented and inexpensive.  It can measure with a spatial resolution much less than 
the size of a single spot and is well trusted within the field. 
Summary 
This chapter has properly introduced the field of LSP, explaining the process and 
its history.  Having looked at a great deal of key literature, particularly recent work which 
has contributed to the field of LSP and related topics, the following points should be 
reemphasized.  First, the material benefits of LSP for work hardening, surface 
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improvement, and particularly fatigue life improvement are well researched and show the 
value of the process.  Also, the modeling of LSP has come quite far to date.  Many 
standard practices are apparent, for example the use of Johnson-Cook material properties 
and explicit modeling.  The particular shape of the pressure impulse in time and space, 
however, is not uniformly agreed upon.  Many forms of pressure across the width of the 
laser spot have been used, and though the SRT profile in time is generally agreed upon, 
the precise pressure function through time has never been directly measured or 
determined.  This points to the need for a way to deduce the pressure impulse shape 
imparted by a single LSP pulse.  Finally, many measurements can be made to 
characterize the effects of LSP in a material.  Some in situ measurements have been 
made, but are not easily implemented be used regularly.  LSP dimple profilometry as well 
as measurement of residual stress via hole-drilling were of great interest to this work as 
the “target” of the optimization code to deduce the pressure impulse shape.  These 
measurements can be taken easily and averaged over multiple LSP spots on a single test 
specimen, and they do not modify the LSP process to collect the measurements.  The 
objective of the current work was, again, to build a stronger connection between FEM 
and the empirical residual stresses imparted by LSP.  Optimization code was used to 
determine a “best-fit” pressure impulse shape in both time and space which accurately 
matched the empirical surface displacement and residual stress “target” data.  This 
deduced pressure impulse was then applied to a second material and the FEM predicted 
dimple volumetry and residual stress was compared to experimental results for validation.  
This method is a first step in the ability to “catalog” pressure impulse shapes which 
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correspond to certain settings in a laser system, and which could be applied in the FE 
model for better prediction of the resultant residual stress field for a specific application. 
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II. Theoretical Foundations 
Chapter Overview 
 
This chapter will establish the theoretical foundations which are necessary to 
underpin the key elements of this work.  It will cover the numerical development of the 
finite element model, the material properties used in the model, and the physical 
guidelines of the pressure impulse applied in the FEM.  Further, it will touch on the 
optimization methodology used here, and the fundamental principles of the measurement 
techniques used to collect the empirical data. 
Finite Difference, Finite Element Modeling, and Material Properties 
 
The way by which LSP imparts residual stress is as follows.  First, a very short 
duration, extremely high pressure impulse is applied to the surface of the material.  This 
imparts a stress wave which exceeds the HEL of the material, causing elastic and plastic 
strain within the solid.  When the event is complete, a permanent deformation has 
occurred in a small portion of the solid.  The localized elastic strain remaining from this 
deformation can be used in conjunction with Hooke’s law to determine the residual stress 
remaining in the material.  These are elastic self-equilibrating stresses contained 
internally to the model without any external forces applied.  The highly dynamic LSP 
event requires a fully explicit integration FE model to handle the shock events and the 
time dependent behavior of the materials under these high strain rates.  Nodes in the finite 
model can be treated as lump masses and their position, velocity, and acceleration can be 
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determined by way setting the sum of forces equal to the mass times the acceleration 
from one time step to the next via the finite difference method.  This requires 
understanding of the forces (both internal and external) acting on the node.  External 
forces come from the applied pressure function, however internal forces must be found 
by way of explicit finite element integration over the shape functions of the volume of 
elements surrounding each node.  The following sections will outline the finite difference 
method in the context of a finite element model as well as how viscoplasticity and EOS 
are inserted into the material response to the highly dynamic LSP event. 
The central finite difference scheme determines the acceleration, velocity, and 
displacement for every node at incremental time steps explicitly.  Time step increments 
are indexed with superscript notation (𝑖𝑖), beginning at 𝑖𝑖 = 0 (initial dynamic & boundary 
conditions) and progressing forward by the defined time increment in the finite difference 
scheme (discussed later).  First, nodal displacement at the current time step (𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖)) relates 
to the strain tensor (𝜀𝜀(𝑖𝑖)) via the strain displacement matrix (𝑩𝑩) which relates every 
displacement degree of freedom to the element strain via the element shape functions. 
𝜀𝜀(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑩𝑩𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖) 
The elastic strain (𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖)) is then determined by simply subtracting the plastic strain at the 
current time step (𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝
(𝑖𝑖)) if it exists (this would be known at the start of the step and will be 
discussed more in depth later). 
𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒
(𝑖𝑖) = 𝜀𝜀(𝑖𝑖) − 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝(𝑖𝑖) 
The elastic strain relates to the stress state (𝜎𝜎(𝑖𝑖)) via Hooke’s law (elasticity matrix, 𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬). 
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𝜎𝜎(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖) 
The stress state is used to determine the internal forces at the current time step (𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖)) in 
the following way. 
𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖) = � 𝑩𝑩⊤𝜎𝜎(𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉
 
These internal forces as well as any externally applied forces (𝐹𝐹(𝑖𝑖) from pressure or point 
loads) act on a diagonalized mass matrix (𝑀𝑀) and drive the nodal acceleration for the 
current time step (?̈?𝑢(𝑖𝑖)). 
?̈?𝑢(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑴𝑴−1 ⋅ (𝐹𝐹(𝑖𝑖) − 𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖)) 
The central difference method used in Abaqus keeps track of nodal velocity at “half 
steps” to differentiate from nodal position and acceleration.  In this case, the nodal 
velocity from the previous half step (?̇?𝑢(𝑖𝑖−1/2)) would be the initial dynamic conditions 
(?̇?𝑢(0)) but for subsequent iterations the half-step velocities will be explicitly known.  
Together with the nodal acceleration just calculated, this can be used to calculate the 
nodal velocity at the next half step (?̇?𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1/2)). 
?̇?𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1/2) = ?̇?𝑢(𝑖𝑖−1/2) + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑖𝑖+1) + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑖𝑖)2 ?̈?𝑢(𝑖𝑖) 
Finally, with the subsequent nodal velocity known, the nodal displacement at the 
subsequent step (𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1)) can be calculated. 
𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖) + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑖𝑖+1)?̇?𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1/2) 
Now with the subsequent nodal velocity and displacement determined, as the name 
suggests, the model can be solved explicitly for the next time step and so on.  Note that 
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this method allows for a different time increment for every step.  The minimum stable 
time increment (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒) for any given element is dictated by the element length (𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒) in 
relation to the material sound speed (𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑) as follows. 
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 
Where the material sound speed is defined with relation to the material modulus (𝐸𝐸), and 
density (𝜌𝜌). 
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 = �𝐸𝐸 𝜌𝜌�  
Thus the stable time step of the entire model depends on the length of the smallest 
element, and can change from step to step as the element changes length under load.  
Further, the method is only conditionally stable based on this minimum time step, and 
larger time steps will cause the solution to diverge.  Also, this is why adjacent time steps 
are averaged when multiplying by the nodal acceleration at any given half step.  This 
flexibility of time step allows Abaqus to “see” the dilatational wave speed through the 
smallest element under changing conditions. [88]–[90] 
In a purely elastic case, the above central difference method is all that would be 
needed to handle the deformation.  In a plastic or viscoplastic scenario there must be a 
way to handle non-linear plastic or viscoplastic strain at each time increment.  The von 
Mises yield criterion is used for incremental plastic strain, and the Johnson-Cook model 
relates the equivalent stress (𝜎𝜎�) to the equivalent plastic strain (𝜀𝜀?̅?𝑝) and equivalent plastic 
strain rate (𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝) and with respect to temperature (𝑇𝑇) via the following equation [91]. 
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𝜎𝜎� = �𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀?̅?𝑝𝑛𝑛� �1 + 𝐶𝐶 ln�𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝𝜀𝜀 ̅0̇�� �1 − � 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇0�𝑚𝑚� 
This plastic flow law contains material constants A, B, C, n, and m, which are curve fit to 
empirical results from monotonic tensile, Split Hopkinson Bar, and Flyer Plate tests.  
Other material properties include the reference strain rate (𝜀𝜀̅0̇) below which quasi-static 
strain hardening governs the behavior, and melting temperature of the metal (Tm).  The 
reference temperature (T0) is room temperature. [91] 
Fundamentally in terms of equivalent stress and equivalent plastic strain, the 
material model behaves as follows.  At room temperature, and very low strain rates, the 
yield stress will be equal to constant “A”, and the plastic strain hardening will be 
governed by the 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛 power law once this yield stress is exceeded.  This power law can 
also be “scaled up” to higher dynamic yield power laws by using the strain rate (middle) 
term of the equation.  At strain rates higher than the reference strain rate, this middle part 
of the equations becomes greater than one, increasing the dynamic yield stress as well as 
the strain hardening effects.  In a similar way, at elevated temperatures, the third portion 
of the equation becomes less than one and “softens” the strain hardening of the first part 
of the equation.  These equations fit quite well to the behavior of metallic materials, but 
are limited by the empirical data which can be collected, as it must necessarily be taken 
across the range of strain rates and ambient temperatures to be modeled.  Industry 
standard LSP treatment is typically done in a way which does not impart significant 
temperature change into the material.  Thus, the strain hardening and strain rate portions 
of the equation are used, but the temperature effects are not required. 
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It is important to understand that the Johnson-Cook equation relates scalar values 
of equivalent stress to equivalent plastic strain (designated by a bar notation), however, 
the stress state for the explicit integration is a 2nd order tensor.  The components of the 
deviatoric stress tensor (𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) relate to the scalar equivalent stress as follows. 
𝜎𝜎� = �32 �𝑠𝑠112 + 𝑠𝑠222 + 𝑠𝑠332 + 2𝑠𝑠122 + 2𝑠𝑠132 + 2𝑠𝑠232� 
Or, in terms of principal stresses the equivalent stress is calculated in the following way. 
𝜎𝜎� = �12 [(𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎2)2 + (𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎3)2 + (𝜎𝜎3 − 𝜎𝜎1)2] 
Note, also, that the stress tensor at the given time increment (𝜎𝜎(𝑖𝑖)) is deviatoric stress.  
For any arbitrary stress tensor (𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠), the hydrostatic pressure does not contribute to the 
yielding of the material but will be handled for the purposes of shock propagation by an 
equation of state (EOS) highlighted later.  The deviatoric stress tensor is calculated from 
an arbitrary stress state by subtracting the average of the trace values of the stress tensor 
times the identity matrix. [88]–[90] 
𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 = 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠 − 13𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠)𝐼𝐼 
To fit this plasticity into the explicit FE method the von Mises equivalent stress 
state at the current time step (𝜎𝜎�(𝑖𝑖)) is calculated and compared to the Johnson-Cook yield 
stress (𝜎𝜎�𝑦𝑦) to determine if yield has occurred for the current strain and strain rate. 
𝜎𝜎�𝑦𝑦 = �𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀?̅?𝑝𝑛𝑛� �1 + 𝐶𝐶 ln�𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝𝜀𝜀 ̅0̇�� �1 − � 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇0�𝑚𝑚� 
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If the equivalent stress is less than the yield stress, then yield has not occurred, and the 
subsequent equivalent plastic strain rate (𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1/2)) remains zero.  If yield has occurred, 
and for strain rates above the reference strain rate, the subsequent equivalent plastic strain 
rate is calculated as follows. 
𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1/2) = 𝜀𝜀̅0̇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �1𝐶𝐶 �𝜎𝜎�𝑦𝑦𝜎𝜎�0 − 1�� 
Where quasi-static equivalent yield stress (𝜎𝜎�0) is defined as follows. 
𝜎𝜎�0 = �𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀?̅?𝑝𝑛𝑛� �1 − � 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇0�𝑚𝑚� 
This strain rate is a scalar quantity, however, and needs a “direction” in which to travel.  
The plastic strain follows the unit vector normal to the current yield surface, which is 
now one and the same with the current deviatoric stress.  Thus, plastic strain rate can then 
be used to calculate the subsequent plastic strain (𝜺𝜺𝑝𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1)). 
𝜺𝜺𝑝𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝜺𝜺𝑝𝑝(𝑖𝑖) + 𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝(𝑖𝑖+1/2)𝒏𝒏𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑖𝑖+1/2) 
Where the tensor normal (𝒏𝒏) is equal to the normal of the deviatoric stress tensor (𝜎𝜎). 
𝒏𝒏 = 32 𝜎𝜎
�32𝜎𝜎:𝜎𝜎 
If the equivalent plastic strain rate is below the reference strain rate, the plastic strain can 
be directly calculated from the first portion of the Johnson-Cook equation. 
𝜺𝜺𝑝𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝒏𝒏 �1
𝐵𝐵
�𝜎𝜎�(𝑖𝑖) − 𝐴𝐴��1/𝑛𝑛 
The plastic strain rate is then simply equal to the equivalent plastic strain divided by the 
time step. 
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𝜀𝜀̅?̇?𝑝
(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝜀𝜀?̅?𝑝(𝑖𝑖+1/2)
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑖𝑖+1/2) 
The incremental plastic strain can then be related via the strain-displacement matrix to 
additional nodal displacement (𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢(𝑖𝑖+1)) which is added to the overall nodal displacement 
for the following step.  The plastic strain and equivalent plastic strain rate are also carried 
through to the following time step and this is repeated for each time increment. [88]–[90] 
The entire flow of this FEM method is succinctly summarized in the following diagram 
(Figure 6) recently developed by Buentello-Hernandez [89].  The diagram encompasses 
everything discussed thus far, and also Johnson-Cook damage criterion, not necessary for 
the analysis as no wear or fracture is imparted by LSP best-practices. 
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Figure 6: Explicit nodal central difference analysis for elastic/viscoplastic analysis in Abaqus [89] 
Under extremely high pressures (as experienced in an LSP event) even metallic 
alloys begin to behave in a more fluid manner.  The Johnson-Cook material model 
handles only deviatoric equivalent plastic strain but cannot account for hard shock 
propagation.  The Mie-Grüneisen EOS can be used to handle the hydrostatic compression 
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in conjunction with the Johnson-Cook model.  The hydrostatic pressure is traced by the 
following equation. [88] 
𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌0𝑐𝑐02𝜂𝜂(1 − 𝑠𝑠𝜂𝜂)2 �1 − 𝛤𝛤0𝜂𝜂2 � + 𝛤𝛤0𝜌𝜌0𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 
Where 𝛤𝛤0 is the Mie-Grüneisen constant, 𝑠𝑠 is the Hugoniot slope coefficient (a 
material property), 𝑐𝑐0 is the material speed of sound, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 is the internal strain energy, and 
the nominal volumetric compressive strain (𝜂𝜂) relates the instantaneous density (𝜌𝜌) to a 
reference density (𝜌𝜌0) as follows. [88] 
𝜂𝜂 = 1 − 𝜌𝜌0 𝜌𝜌�  
This EOS model also assumes a linear relationship between the shock velocity 
(𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠), and the particle velocity (𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝) in the following way. [88] 
𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠 = 𝑐𝑐0 + 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 
Pressure Impulse Formation 
 
The LSP pressure impulse is the result of sudden plasma formation from a laser 
burst.  While the specifics of the plasma formation would be an excellent topic for a 
physicist, for the purposes of this work it is best to start with the shock propagation 
caused by the resultant pressure, considered in the following simple 1D case established 
by Fabbro et al. [38]  Figure 7 shows this simplified 1D shock propagation in which an 
expanding plasma bubble results in a shock travelling through the metallic substrate at 
speed D1 and the inertial (glass or water) overlay at speed D2.  Material particle velocities 
at the surface are then characterized as u1 and u2 accordingly. [92] 
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Figure 7: 1D shock propagation from LSP pressure impulse [92] 
The thickness of the plasma “bubble” (𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥)) can be found by integrating the 
particle velocities (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖) in both mediums (1 and 2) behind the shock as in Figure 7. [92] 
𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥) = � [𝑢𝑢1(𝛥𝛥) + 𝑢𝑢2(𝛥𝛥)]𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠
0
 
These particle velocities relate to the pressure (𝑃𝑃) via the material density (𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖) and shock 
velocity (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖) in the following way. [92] 
𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 
For materials other than gasses, minimal compressibility and constant shock velocity can 
be assumed, resulting in the following relationship. [92] 
𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥)
𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥
= � 1
𝐷𝐷1𝜌𝜌1
+ 1
𝐷𝐷2𝜌𝜌2
�𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥) 
While the laser is switched on, the increase in internal energy (𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥)) is imparting work 
proportional to the laser intensity (𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥)) as follows. [92] 
𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥) = 𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥) 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿
𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥
+ 𝑑𝑑[𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥)𝐿𝐿]
𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥
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A fraction (𝛼𝛼) of this internal energy is thermal energy, giving the following gas 
equation. [92] 
𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥) = 23𝛼𝛼𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥) 
This gives a final equation as follows. [92] 
𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥) = 𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥) 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥)
𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥
+ 32𝛼𝛼 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝛥𝛥 [𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥)𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥)] 
The laser is then switched off at time 𝛥𝛥 = 𝜏𝜏 and, if adiabatic cooling is assumed, the 
resultant pressure follows this equation. [92] 
𝑃𝑃(𝛥𝛥) = 𝑃𝑃(𝜏𝜏) �𝐿𝐿(𝜏𝜏)
𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥)�𝛾𝛾 
In this equation 𝛾𝛾 is the specific heat ratio in the plasma “bubble” and the thickness of the 
bubble is now given by the following equation. [92] 
𝐿𝐿(𝛥𝛥) = 𝐿𝐿(𝜏𝜏) �1 + (𝛾𝛾 + 1)
𝜏𝜏
(𝛥𝛥 − 𝜏𝜏)� 1(𝛾𝛾+1) 
These equations can be solved analytically for a specific case if the laser intensity profile 
function (𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥)) is assumed.  It should be noted that included in the function for the 
pressure peak is the density and sound speed of the material it is acting on, often 
combined to be call the “shock impedance” of the material.  That is to say that for a given 
laser intensity profile, the pressure response to the laser burst on materials with different 
shock impedance will vary by the root of the ratio of these values.  In the case of 
titanium, one should expect a higher peak pressure than experienced by that of aluminum 
which is more compliant to the process.  Using the above equations to propagate the 
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pressure through time for an assumed Gaussian laser intensity profile, and then 
nondimensionalizing in terms of peak pressure and laser duration gives the following 
profile (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8: Nondimensionalized example pressure impulse profile in time from Gaussian laser profile 
The Gaussian laser intensity here has been “half normalized” to separate it visually from 
the pressure profile and the timeline has been normalized to time, “τ” which is the time at 
which the laser is completely shut off.  The pressure response to this laser intensity has 
been normalized to peak pressure.  It can be seen that the peak pressure is reached shortly 
after peak laser intensity, and the FWHM peak width of the pressure profile is between 
1.2 and 2 times the FWHM peak width of the laser intensity.  The pressure dissipation 
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after the laser intensity reaches zero follows an adiabatic cooling profile which takes 
longer to allow the pressure to fully dissipate.  This pressure impulse shape will serve as 
the basis for the pressure applied for the LSP event, allowing for modification of the 
FWHM peak width and adiabatic cooling rate of the impulse which will be discussed 
later. 
Hooke-Jeeves Optimization Algorithm 
The experimental approach taken in the current work attempted to determine a 
“best-fit” pressure impulse shape in both time and space by using optimization methods 
to modify the applied impulse shape until FEM results most closely matched empirically 
collected surface displacement and residual stress data.  The fundamental principle of 
optimization is to find the minimum or maximum of some objective function which 
reflects the goals of the optimization by way of useful metrics. 
In cases like this FEM-based optimization, a “direct (or pattern) search” algorithm 
such as the Hooke-Jeeves method is quite effective.  This method determines a local 
slope in just one or two dimension by conducting “exploratory” perturbations away from 
a “base point”.  When a “downward” slope is found, the algorithm jumps in a “pattern” of 
increasingly large steps along this vector until the objective function makes no further 
improvements.  This process is repeated from each subsequent base point, with 
decreasing perturbation step sizes, until the minimum is reached, as determined by no 
further improvement of the objective function, even with the smallest allowable 
perturbations in all directions. [93], [94] 
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In the current work, the goal was to reach the best possible match to collected 
empirical data.  This data consists of multiple data points, across two measurements 
(surface displacement and residual stress), and so a standard metric is required to 
compare simulation results to experimental data.  Further, it may be of interest to “more 
closely match” one of these measurements over another.  Taking all of this into account, 
the objective function is defined as follows. [94] 
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒 = �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ∗𝑊𝑊1
𝑆𝑆1
𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
+ �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ∗𝑊𝑊2
𝑆𝑆2
𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1
 
In this equation, 𝑛𝑛  points of metric 1 are summed with 𝑚𝑚 points of metric 2 such 
that 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 denotes a single point computed metric for measurement 1, and 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 denotes a 
single point computed metric for measurement 2.  Also 𝑊𝑊1 & 𝑊𝑊2 are the corresponding 
weights applied to levy differing importance on either metric as desired by the designer.  
Finally 𝑆𝑆1 & 𝑆𝑆2 are the corresponding scale factors to put the associated metrics into the 
same order of magnitude so that one does not overshadow the other purely in magnitude.  
In the simplest way, these scale factors can be set equal to the average of the target data 
(in this data matching case) such that the units match and therefore create a unitless 
objective function value.  For data comparison, there are many metrics to choose from.  
For this work the square of the difference as well as the absolute value of the difference 
were considered.  The squared difference is computed by simply squaring the pointwise 
difference for each measurement.  The absolute value difference is computed by simply 
taking the absolute value of each pointwise difference.  Both of these metrics result in 
positive values, ensuring that positive and negative differences do not cancel out to give 
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the appearance of a perfect match.  The squared difference also results in an increased 
“penalization” of larger differences.  The final explicit FE model for this work was an 
axisymmetric model which had a tendency to predict greatly reduced surface 
displacements for nodes very near the center of the laser spot.  When the majority of 
modeling points are relatively accurate, but are offset by just a few points which are very 
inaccurate, the squared difference will drive the data toward a worse overall match to 
drive down the squared effects of the inaccurate points.  For this reason, the absolute 
valued difference metric was chosen to insert into the objective function. [94] 
In the best-case scenario, a metric could be linked, mathematically, to driving 
design parameters and the gradient of the objective function could be directly computed 
to assist in minimizing it.  For this work, however, the inner workings of the FEM are not 
known to the optimization code, and the results are very non-linear.  Thus a direct 
mathematical relationship is unknown; some might call this a “black box.”  The Hooke-
Jeeves algorithm is well suited to handle this type of situation with its pattern-search 
process which determines the local slope by systematic perturbations. 
Hole-drilling Residual Stress Measurement 
 
Residual stresses are self-equilibrating elastic stresses which, in the case of LSP, 
are the result of localized permanent plastic deformation.  As previously mentioned, the 
hole-drilling method of residual stress measurement was used for this work.  This method 
involves incremental drilling of a small hole with fluted orbital bits to accurately remove 
layers of material which contain residual stress.  The material relaxation is then measured 
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at the surface via strain rosette, closely surrounding the hole.  The residual stresses can 
potentially differ in the x and y directions, as well as into the depth (see Figure 9).  A 
strain rosette at the surface, surrounding the hole allows the determination of both x and y 
axial stresses as well as the x-y plane shear stress within each depth increment [79].  The 
residual stress must necessarily be averaged over the entire hole of diameter D, and can 
be incremented by depths as small as 0.025D measuring residual stress as deep as 0.5D 
[79].  This depth limitation is a result of diminished surface strain from relaxation as 
stressed material deeper into the hole is removed.  
 
Figure 9: Visual representation of incremental stresses into depth [79] 
Generally speaking, the measured strain, 𝜀𝜀 given by a gauge at angle θ to the designated 
x-direction as seen in Figure 9 can be represented by the following equation. [79] 
𝜀𝜀 = 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 (1 + 𝜈𝜈)𝑎𝑎�𝐸𝐸 + 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 𝑂𝑂�𝐸𝐸 cos2θ + 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 𝑂𝑂�𝐸𝐸 sin2θ 
Here, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦, and 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 are the in-plane x, y, and shear stresses in the removed volume, and 
𝜈𝜈 and 𝐸𝐸 are the Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus of the material accordingly.  Also, 𝑎𝑎� 
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and 𝑂𝑂� are calibration constants which are a function approximately proportional to the 
square of the diameter of the hole with respect to the diameter of the strain rosette.  These 
calibration constants also change for hole-drilling increments deeper below the surface of 
the specimen as the strain response to the removal of this material is diminished by 
increased distance from the relieved stresses.  An example (not representative of the 
current work) of strain rosette specific calibration constants can be seen in Figure 10.  For 
a given hole diameter (D0) relative to the strain rosette size (D), at a given depth (h), the 
calibration constants 𝑎𝑎� and 𝑂𝑂� can be readily found from the curves.  These curves are, 
again, calibrated for a specific strain rosette, and another set of curves would be used for 
a different strain gauge configuration. 
 
Figure 10: Strain rosette specific hole-drilling calibration constants [79] 
Given a stain rosette consisting of three gauges surrounding the hole, the recording of 
three strain measurements gives enough information to solve for the three unknown 
stresses.  The method described thus far is effective if the residual stress is uniform into 
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the depth; however, variation of stresses into the depth creates a continuous stress 
function with respect to the depth below the surface.  Thus, the strain response to removal 
of this stress function must be characterized by an integral taking the following form. 
[79] 
𝜺𝜺(ℎ) = 1 + 𝜈𝜈
𝐸𝐸
� 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂� (𝐻𝐻,ℎ) 𝝈𝝈(𝐻𝐻) 𝑑𝑑𝐻𝐻ℎ
0
 
Here, ℎ is the drilled depth of the hole, 𝜺𝜺(ℎ) represents the measured strain combination 
for the given hole depth, 𝝈𝝈(𝐻𝐻) is the stress combination function with respect to depth 
variable, 𝐻𝐻, and 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂� (𝐻𝐻,ℎ) is the calibration constant function with respect to 𝐻𝐻 for a 
given hole depth, ℎ.  Recall, however that the strain is measured with the desire to solve 
for the stresses which appear inside the integral.  This inverse problem is thus a Volterra 
equation of the first kind for which 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂� (𝐻𝐻,ℎ), is in fact, the kernel function [79].  This is 
usually solved by expressing the residual stress function as a series expansion [95].  
Continuous strain measurement throughout the hole-drilling process is ill advised due to 
potential heat effects as well as physically applied force from the drill bit, however, the 
strain can be measured incrementally.  This creates a piecewise solution in which the 
components are represented as vectors and matrices with dimensions equal to the number 
of increments measured in the process, and can easily be inverted to solve for the in-plane 
stress components at incremental depths. [79] 
One underlying requirement of this hole-drilling method is that the measured 
strain is purely elastic.  This might seem a simple requirement to maintain, however in 
the right conditions, the removal of certain material might accentuate a stress 
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concentration which could result in plastic deformation.  This would be readily apparent 
when the computed stress appears to exceed the yield stress of the material. 
Uncertainty in the determination of residual stress via hole-drilling comes from 
two main sources.  The first, as may be expected, is simply strain measurement error, a 
function of the gauge and measurement method, and easily propagated into the residual 
stress results.  The other main source of error is the error in fit of the series expansion 
when solving the inverse problem.  This error depends on the order of the series 
expansion, in other words how many terms are used, as well as the basis functions used 
for the expansion.  This error is less easy to calculate, but has been determined recently 
via “Monte-Carlo-based” analysis of series expansions of increasing order.  This work 
also showed that the uncertainty due to strain gauge resolution largely outweighed 
uncertainty due to the fit of a series expansion of just 2-3 terms as too many terms result 
in an ill-conditioned result. [95] 
Surface Displacement Measurement 
 
The surface displacement of each LSP “dimple” is yet another indicator of the 
effectiveness of the laser treatment.  This displacement was measured using an axial 
chromatic confocal optical profilometer.  This instrument uses optics with finely tuned 
chromatic aberrations to split the color spectrum into differing focal lengths.  This creates 
a vertical measurement range of 400 micrometers over which the visible light wavelength 
spectrum is focused across the vertical range.  When a surface is put into this 
measurement range, only the wavelength for a specific corresponding height will be in 
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focus, returned to a beam splitting mirror and pass through a pinhole filter to a 
spectrometer.  This wavelength thus corresponds to a specific vertical position known 
with an accuracy of 40 nm, limited by the spectral resolution of the digital spectrometer.  
This measurement method requires no laser protection, is impervious to surrounding light 
and surface reflectivity, is capable of very fast scanning speeds, and allows for 
independent selection of lateral resolution and height accuracy.  A diagram of the method 
can be seen in Figure 11. [96] 
 
Figure 11: Diagram of chromatic confocal profilometry (adapted from [96]) 
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III. Modeling and Experimental Methods 
Chapter Overview 
Having established the theoretical foundations of the methods which were used, 
this chapter outlines the experimental methods used to collect empirical data, along with 
the details of the finite element model and optimization flow used to accomplish the 
desired data-matching for pressure impulse shape determination.  This section will go 
into detail about FE modeling development, optimization methodology, and data 
collection, but discusses only how results influenced subsequent model development.  
Complete results will be in the following chapter, mirroring the order in which these 
methods are introduced.  Details about the Abaqus FE code and Isight optimization code 
can be found in Appendix A. Abaqus Finite Element Code Details, and Appendix B. 
Isight Optimization Code Details, accordingly.  
Research Flow 
The overall flow of work can be seen in Figure 12.  The flow is divided into 
experimental and computer portions on the top and bottom, respectively, as well as the 
pressure impulse determination and pressure impulse validation steps on the left and 
right.  Blue boxes and arrows indicate modeling configuration or information flow, and 
green boxes and lines indicate experimental procedures and results or data flow.  The 
experimental determination of Johnson-Cook material properties (bottom of Figure 12) is 
from an outside source [97] and was not an experimental portion of the current work, but 
drove the material model in Abaqus.   
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Figure 12: Modeling flow diagram (experimental data in green, modeling results in blue)  
At the top of the diagram are the single spot LSP treatment experiments which fed 
residual stress and surface displacement data into the computer modeling portion of the 
research.  The data was taken as an average over eight single LSP spots per material and 
thickness.  Material 1 was 2024-T351 aluminum and material 2 was mill-annealed 6AL-
4V titanium, both chosen for their small, uniform grain structure and well characterized 
material properties.  The loop in the lower portion on the left shows the computer model 
which used optimization methods (within Isight code) and FEM (in Abaqus) to match 
data collected from the aluminum specimens to determine the “best-fit” pressure impulse 
shape in time and space.  The best-fit pressure impulse shape was then applied to the 
titanium FE model (on the right side of the diagram) to validate the pressure impulse 
shape model against the data collected from the titanium samples.  Also, a sensitivity 
study was conducted within the optimization process to determine how the optimization 
[97] 
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algorithm responded to changes in algorithm input and configuration parameters as well 
as data and material properties uncertainty. 
Modeling Work 
The principal effort of this work used optimization and FEM codes to determine 
the pressure impulse shape in time and space that resulted in the best match to measured 
data from the aluminum specimens.  The model development began with a 3D FE model 
built to match the work of Hfaiedh [51] in order to verify the basic FEM framework.  
This model was then modified to improve and verify the material model.  Another FEM 
study was done to evaluate the response of four different model types, in terms of 
accuracy of output as well as computational expense.  An initial optimization 
methodology was then developed to verify the process used to match a known pressure 
impulse shape.  The FE model within the optimization methodology was then upgraded 
to match the experimental conditions including a wider, square laser spot, and 2024-T351 
aluminum material properties.  This final optimization configuration was used to match 
the aluminum empirical data and determine a best-fit pressure impulse shape in time and 
space. This best-fit pressure impulse was then transferred to a titanium FE model to 
validate the modeled shape of the impulse. 
Initial Round Laser Spot 3D Model 
An initial FE model was built in Abaqus and compared to published work of 
Hfaiedh et al. [51].  The purpose of this model was to verify the fundamental FEM 
techniques used to model LSP explicitly.  Hfaiedh’s work was chosen for the single spot 
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analysis and the inclusion of modeling details often lacking in work of this nature.  This 
initial FE work was accepted and presented at the 2018 AIAA SciTech and SEM Annual 
conferences [98], [99]. 
The model was a full 3D, explicit integration model with a round laser spot and 
utilized a Johnson-Cook material model of 2050-T8 for comparison to published work 
(see material constants in Table 1) [51].  
Table 1: Johnson-Cook material constants for 2050-T8 aluminum used in this model [51] 
J-C Const. A (MPa) B (MPa) C n m ?̇?𝜺𝟎𝟎 Tm (K) 
2050-T8 510 200 0.02 0.45 1 0.01 520 
 
To avoid shock reflection, the untreated (side and bottom) faces of the model were 
bounded by infinite elements which allow stress waves to pass through them without 
reflection, essentially modeling an infinitely large specimen (See Figure 13).  The bottom 
outside corners of the model were pinned in place by the infinite element to eliminate 
rigid body motion while also prevent boundary condition shock reflection.  Elements of 
0.05 mm were concentrated at the LSP spot center, and widened to 0.12 mm at the outer 
portions of the block. 
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Figure 13: Round spot 3D finite element model [98] 
The pressure impulse for this model was still assumed (simply for FE model 
development) to have an SRT profile in time.  Spatially the pressure occupied a half 
power cosine shape as seen in Figure 14, chosen to match [51].  The SRT profile in time 
was directly traced from published work by Hfaiedh [51], again, chosen for its near-
completeness of model description and results.  Both the time and spatial profiles served 
as multipliers to a user input peak pressure which was varied from 1.1 to 1.8 GPa for 
initial modeling trials.  The peak pressure was only achieved at the center of the laser 
spot, 10 ns after the initiation of the impulse, and the pressure reached zero at 210 ns after 
initiation. 
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Figure 14: Cross-section of circular spatial pressure distribution across the 1.5 mm LSP spot 
The very short time of the pressure peak required a very small time step in the 
simulation (1 ns) to ensure that the full effect of the pressure impulse was imparted onto 
the model and to keep the explicit simulation stable.  Further, a great deal of kinetic 
energy is imparted into the model during the LSP event, and thus required a significant 
total run time (3.6 μs) to allow the stress wave to dissipate out of the volume.  It was 
thought that this time would result in an equilibrium of residual stresses, but initial 
analysis of the model energy showed the need for longer run times to allow the kinetic 
energy to fully dissipate.  The results from this model became very unreliable above 1.8 
GPa, showing an increased tensile “spike” in the center of the treated spot at higher 
pressures. The trace of the compression wave through the material showed that high 
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compliance of the treated surface had caused a “backsplash” effect, accentuated in the 
center of the spot.  This suggested an EOS should be used to allow for shock propagation. 
While this model helped to construct the modeling framework, it could not be 
fully validated.  Validation and verification of a single laser spot model against past work 
is quite difficult due to the lack of model detail and standard pressure profile shape in 
most work.  It also presupposes that the pressure impulse shape is known, a 
fundamentally flawed assumption under investigation in this work.  This initial model, 
however, demonstrated an acceptable low-pressure material response using the Johnson-
Cook material model here, but highlighted the need to add an EOS to handle hydrostatic 
compression for higher peak pressures.  The lessons learned from this initial model were 
incorporated into following refined models and demonstrated excellent improvement.  
Increased mesh and time-step resolution as well as a widened work piece resulted in 
smoother residual stress and surface displacement results. 
Material Model Improvement and Verification 
Based on the initial results, the Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity model was 
augmented with the Mie- Grüneisen EOS to handle hydrostatic shock propagation, and a 
study was done to trace the LSP event through time to verify the material model.  The 
overall runtime was also extended to 8.2 μs to allow the model to dissipate the kinetic 
energy and reach equilibrium.  The propagation of shock, stress, and strain through a 
single element located 0.3 mm below the LSP treated surface, was traced to show the 
development of residual stress due to plastic deformation resulting in retention of elastic 
strain.  For an element slightly removed from the LSP treated surface, there will be a 
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slight delay until the shock reaches the element at which point the density will increase 
due to hydrostatic pressure on the element.  This will also show itself in the single 
component in-plane stress and will be followed by a release of this shock loading.  The 
shock will be followed by the slower elastic wave front, exhibiting a “knee” at the HEL 
elastic-plastic transition point.  Finally, elastic fluctuations will accent a period of 
dynamic recovery during which material damping will dissipate elastic stresses until the 
kinetic energy approaches zero.  The resultant permanent plastic deformation will leave 
behind a non-zero elastic strain which is directly related to the residual stress that 
remains.  Figure 15, below shows two of these traces: on the left, the free surface velocity 
of two thicknesses of foil under laser impulse [100] and on the right, the dynamic stress 
response from a laser impulse [101].  The free surface velocity of the thinner example (in 
red) will very closely resemble the elastic strain just below the surface, including the 
aforementioned HEL “knee” above which the material responds at a different elastic-
plastic strain rate.  The free surface velocity of the thicker example (in green) would 
represent the elastic strain response much deeper below the LSP surface.  The dynamic 
stress response on the right of Figure 15 shows the dramatic compressive spike which is 
the result of the intense shock, followed by the tensile rebounding and subsequent 
recovery of the stress state toward a net-compressive equilibrium after the event.  These 
figures were used to qualitatively verify the material response to the LSP event. 
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Figure 15: Example traces of: (Left) free surface velocity of a thin plate under laser pulse [100] and 
(Right) dynamic stress response under laser impulse [101] 
A work and energy analysis was also accomplished for the entire model to show 
the distribution of energy through the LSP event.  The large pressure impulse imparts a 
great deal of work into the system over a short amount of time.  This work is transferred 
to the material in the form of kinetic and potential energy.  The kinetic energy is 
eventually dissipated through plastic deformation and viscous (material) damping.  The 
remaining energy trapped in the system is potential energy stored in the form of elastic 
residual stress.  This was shown well in the comprehensive book put forth by Ding & Ye 
[1] from which Figure 16 was taken.  In this figure, Wt is the total work applied to the FE 
model, all of which occurs within the first few ~200 ns (over the duration of the pressure 
impulse).  Wi is the internal energy in the system, this includes elastic strain energy (not 
shown) as well as kinetic energy, Wk.  The kinetic energy exhibits an initial spike from 
the hard shock of the material which imparts permanent plastic strain.  Wv is the total 
energy absorbed by viscous (material) damping.  The large changes which occur in 
Figure 16 at around 1000 ns are due to the shock front exiting the workpiece.  The kinetic 
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energy is gradually dissipated out of the FE model by this damping work, and when it has 
diminished, the remaining internal energy is elastic strain energy.  This is proportional to 
the residual stress stored in the model at the end of the event.  This figure was also used 
to qualitatively verify the material response of the FE model. 
 
Figure 16: Work and energy trace for a whole model LSP event [1] 
Finite Element Model Type Comparison 
For the next iteration of FEM, a comparison study was conducted to determine the 
likeness of results from various forms of the same model.  A comparison was made 
between a full 3D model, a quarter-symmetric 3D model, a 2D axisymmetric model, and 
a modified 2D axisymmetric model.  The models were sized up to the 4.7 mm LSP spot 
which would be used for the data-matching.  All of the models matched in overall 
dimension, mesh size, infinite elements, applied pressure profile, and material properties. 
The mesh size was determined from a convergence study conducted on the axisymmetric 
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model for efficiency, and that mesh density was used in all subsequent models.  In this 
case a uniform pressure profile and generic SRT impulse shape were assumed.  The 
Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity model and Mie-Grüneisen EOS were again used, this time 
for the 2024-T351 material which would be used for the remainder of the experiment.  
Though the results of the quarter-symmetric 3D model most closely matched the full 3D 
model, the 2D axisymmetric model gave a reasonable results, particularly considering the 
greatly reduced computation time it afforded.  The axisymmetric model of the same spot 
width under-predicted the compressive residual stress nearer to the treated surface.  To 
attempt to alleviate this difference, two modified axisymmetric models were tested.  In 
one modified model, the peak pressure for the 4.7 mm wide spot was increased to match 
the total force imparted by the full 3D model pressure impulse.  In the second modified 
model, the width of the axisymmetric spot was increased to match the area (and thus total 
force) of the 3D model.  The original 4.7 mm wide axisymmetric model with equal peak 
pressure most closely matched the full 3D model.  In the axisymmetric model, residual 
stress results deeper below the surface matched perfectly, and were slightly more tensile 
near the surface.  For efficiency in the integrated optimization model, this axisymmetric 
model was used with a linear correction factor applied to account for residual stress 
differences near the treated surface.  This correction method applied a different linear 
equation to each residual stress depth location.  The linear equations were a regression of 
three points corresponding to peak pressures of 3, 4, and 5 GPa applied to the models for 
comparison.  This correction method would serve as a “filter” through which 
axisymmetric residual stress results would be modified to better predict full 3D residual 
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stress results and reality.  The optimization-based pressure impulse matching was 
attempted both with and without the correction method applied in order to determine its 
utility. 
Optimization Model Proof of Concept 
Next it was necessary to integrate the FEM into the optimization code to run a 
proof of concept data-matching tool and test the capabilities of that tool.  This was done 
by matching an ideal target “data” created by the FE model.  Isight optimization code is 
designed to exchange variables with various other codes and programs, including 
Abaqus, Excel, or MATLAB.  The software is designed to transfer numerical parameters 
between any number of software and codes and employ one of many available 
optimization algorithms to minimize or maximize a given objective function.  Isight has 
numerous optimization algorithms which can be utilized; this work used the Hooke-
Jeeves pattern search algorithm.  This algorithm first uses an “exploratory” step in the 
vicinity of the initial input variables to find a direction which results in improvement of 
the objective function.  Then increasingly large “pattern” steps are made in this direction 
until improvement stops.  This cycle is repeated until the exploratory step yields no 
direction for improvement.  This method tends to work well for “black box” systems, as 
no differentiation of an objective function is required to determine the local gradients, 
rather a local slope is found by perturbation. [94] 
The FE model for this part was a 2D axisymmetric, 4 mm diameter, 4 mm deep 
cylinder, with a 1.5 mm diameter round laser treatment zone at the top surface.  A 
convergence study was conducted, and a fine mesh of 0.01 mm square 4-node elements 
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was more than adequate to handle the high pressure gradients imparted by the impulse.  
This resulted in 80,000 solid elements, skirted by 600 infinite elements in axisymmetry as 
seen in Figure 17. [43]  Again Johnson-Cook and Mie-Grüneisen material properties 
were used to handle the hard shock as well as the viscoplastic behavior at large and 
varying strain rates (Table 2). 
 
Figure 17: Abaqus FE model showing mesh, laser treated zone, and infinite element boundary [102] 
Table 2: 2050-T8 Johnson-Cook and EOS material properties [51] 
 
The shape of the pressure impulse in both time and space was the object of 
manipulation by the optimization algorithm, and thus needed to be defined by a 
reasonable number of parameters to keep the dimensionality of the optimization space 
low.  To accomplish this, the pressure impulse was limited to five defining parameters.  
Johnson-Cook Material Properties EOS Properties 
Property A 
(MPa) 
B 
(MPa) 
C n m 𝜀𝜀̅0̇ (1/s) Tm (K) s c0 (m/s) 
Value 510 200 0.02 0.45 1.0 0.01 520 1.339 5386 
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One parameter was used simply to define the maximum peak pressure of the event in 
GPa.  One parameter was used to define the curvature of the spherical spatial pressure 
profile which acted as a multiplier allowing peak pressure at the center of the laser treated 
spot, and a reduced pressure at the outer edge of the laser spot (see Figure 18). [43] 
 
Figure 18: Spatial profile pressure multiplier upper and lower bounds [43] 
The remaining three pressure parameters defined the profile of the pressure impulse in 
time by modifying three attributes of a generic SRT profile shape in tabular form (see 
Figure 19).  One parameter defined the overall duration of the pressure impulse in 
nanoseconds.  Another, scaled the FWHM of the peak width by an arbitrary multiplier 
(see Figure 19).  The final parameter scaled the pressure dissipation rate after the peak 
pressure was reached, a kind of “pressure half-life” by way of another arbitrary multiplier 
(see Figure 19).  With these pressure parameters, the chosen maximum peak pressure 
would only occur at the very center of the laser treated spot, as defined by the spatial 
profile multiplier, and at one specific instant in time, as defined by the time profile 
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multiplier.  All other locations and times throughout the event had a reduced pressure as 
scaled by the combined multipliers. [43] 
 
Figure 19: Time profile pressure multiplier upper and lower bounds [43] 
Isight was put to use running the Hooke-Jeeves optimization algorithm.  The input 
variables for the optimization flow were the five pressure impulse parameters, restricted 
in range and step-size (see Table 3) to a scope adequate for a proof of concept.  The five-
variable optimization space was composed of over 1.1 Million unique pressure impulse 
shapes which could be generated.  For each iteration of selected input variables, the 
chosen parameters were processed by MATLAB and Excel to match the model mesh size 
and time step configuration and output tabular and text pressure values which were 
inserted into the Abaqus input file.  The FE simulation was executed via python script 
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(Appendix F. Abaqus Execution Python Code). [43]  The broad application of Isight is 
outlined here.  For more details about how the code is setup refer to Appendix B. Isight 
Optimization Code Details. 
 
Table 3: Optimization proof of concept input variables, range and increment [43] 
Pressure Impulse Input Parameter Minimum 
Value 
Maximum 
Value 
Increment 
Size 
Peak Pressure (GPa) 2.0 7.0 0.25 
Spatial Profile Curvature (see Figure 18) 1.0 4.0 0.25 
Impulse Duration (ns) 150 300 10 
Peak Width Scale Factor (see Figure 19) 0.5 2.0 0.1 
Dissipation Rate Scale Factor (see Figure 19) 0.5 2.0 0.1 
 
The selected pressure impulse, once run through the FE model, resulted in 75 
vertical displacement values corresponding to the nodes extending across the top treated 
surface of the model, and 10 averaged residual stress values from the groups of elements 
representing simulated hole-drilling discs extending from the surface incrementally into 
the depth at the center of the laser spot.  These values were related point by point to the 
FEM generated target values (see Figure 20), and the absolute values of the differences 
were inserted in to the optimization objective function below where 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 is a single point 
absolute residual stress difference and 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 is a single point absolute surface displacement 
difference . [43] 
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒 = �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ∗𝑊𝑊1
𝑆𝑆1
10
𝑖𝑖=1
+ �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ∗𝑊𝑊2
𝑆𝑆2
75
𝑖𝑖=1
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Figure 20: FEM generated residual stress (top) and surface displacement (bottom) profiles set as the 
target for optimization model [43] 
The Isight optimization model flowed in the following way.  First, the five 
pressure parameters were chosen and passed to Excel and MATLAB components to 
create the pressure profile and impulse shapes then convert to tabular and text inputs 
designed to fit into the FE model.  The FEM was then run from a python script with these 
pressure inputs, and the residual stress and surface displacement results were extracted to 
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Excel where residual stress averages were computed to replicate the incremental hole-
drilling measurements into the depth.  The absolute differences between these FEM 
results and the target values were then calculated and summed into the objective function.  
The objective function result was then passed back to the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm, and 
new pressure impulse parameters were selected based on these results.  The process was 
iterated for various pressure impulse shapes and as many times as dictated by the pattern 
search method (up to 1000 maximum) until the objective function was minimized, 
indicating the closest possible match to the target residual stress and displacement 
profiles.  A diagram of this optimization loop can be seen in Figure 21. [43] 
 
Figure 21: The optimization model flow in Isight code with MATLAB, Excel, and Abaqus [43] 
User inputs to the optimization algorithm discussed thus far include the objective 
function weight factors and the input variable limits, increments, and starting points 
(initial pressure impulse parameters).  The algorithm itself also has performance variables 
which must be chosen by the user.  The first of these is the maximum number of 
allowable iterations.  It is important that this value is set high enough to allow the 
algorithm to reach an optimization point, but not so high that extra computation time is 
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wasted continuing to seek an objective minimum after the best solution has already been 
discovered [94]. [43] 
Another algorithm performance variable is the Hooke-Jeeves initial step size, 
limited to between zero and one.  Simply put, this value dictates the initial pattern step 
size relative to the magnitude of the variable.  Larger values mean that the pattern 
searching will more quickly traverse the optimization space, and thus will converge to a 
solution faster.  However, this also means that the final solution may be less accurate. 
[43], [93], [94] 
The final performance variable is the Hooke-Jeeves step size reduction factor, 
again limited to between zero and one.  This value defines the size of the subsequent 
exploratory step after a pattern search has completed, again relative to the magnitude of 
the variable.  Larger values mean that after a pattern search has improved the objective 
function, the following exploratory step will be closer to the same size and will result in a 
faster convergence toward a solution, but a reduced accuracy. [43], [93], [94] 
A sensitivity study was conducted to determine the best algorithm settings for fast 
optimization as well as any tendencies of the optimization code to produce significantly 
different results based on user input including initial starting point and objective function 
weight values.  Eight pairs of algorithm settings (initial step size and step reduction 
factor) were tested to observe the effects on the resultant objective function value and 
number of iterations to reach a minimized objective function value.  While the specific 
objective function value by itself carried little meaning, the comparison of this value 
between algorithm settings is indicative of the quality of convergence. 
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With the algorithm settings more finely tuned, an investigation of objective 
function weight factors (𝑊𝑊1 and 𝑊𝑊2) was conducted to determine their effects on the 
quality of match for both surface displacement and residual stress.  There is no restriction 
on the values which can be used for the weight factors and it should be noted that if both 
weight factors were to be doubled, the objective function “surface” would simply be 
doubled in value, but remain unchanged in overall “shape” and the algorithm would 
converge toward the same best-fit pressure impulse shape.  It is most useful then, to 
simply consider the ratio of weight factors (𝑊𝑊1 𝑊𝑊2⁄ ), denoting how much the objective 
function favors one metric over the other (assuming non-zero weight factors). 
When the most efficient algorithm settings were determined, the input parameter 
step increments were removed and the optimization code was allowed to work over a 
continuous 5 dimensional optimization space.  This required over ten times as many 
iterations and in excess of 640 CPU-hours to conduct.  The results, however, 
demonstrated the effectiveness of the optimization tool for matching an ideal pressure 
impulse shape and gave confidence to attempt to match experimental data. [43] 
Fully Incorporated Optimization - FE Model 
The final modeling effort in the current work was the development of the fully 
incorporated optimization & FE modeling scheme which was used to find the best-fit 
pressure impulse shape to match the empirical data collected in the aluminum specimens.  
This model utilized the same fundamental flow as the proof of concept optimization trial, 
but with an FE model built to match the experimental features, and with pressure impulse 
limitations more soundly rooted in the real-world physical mechanism by which they are 
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produced.  The flow of the optimization proceeded as follows.  First, Isight submits the 
user selected starting point pressure impulse parameters.  These are run through a 
MATLAB code which produces the corresponding pressure impulse shape in time and 
space, in a form which is applied to the FE model input file.  That input file is then 
executed in Abaqus using a python script for the predetermined settings, and the residual 
stress and surface displacement results are extracted.  Those extracted results are run 
through an Excel spreadsheet which processes the results to align with experimental data 
comparison, namely simulated hole-drilling increments.  A data-matching operation then 
compares the simulation results to the user uploaded target experimental data by 
computing the pointwise absolute value difference which is then passed on to be summed 
in the objective function.  Isight then begins the Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorithm 
by perturbing one or two input parameters and running the entire simulation loop again to 
determine the response of the objective function, and proceeds to iterate this process until 
the objective function reaches a minimum value.  For this optimization, the previously 
determined best algorithm settings were again used. 
As previously mentioned, the axisymmetric model provided similar results 
compared to the full 3D model and the 3D quarter-symmetric model.  The difference in 
computational time between these two models, however, was substantial (two orders of 
magnitude).  Further, the expansion of the optimization space to allow pressure variation 
across the 3D laser spot would dramatically increase the number of iterations required to 
converge to the best-fit pressure impulse shape.  For model efficiency, therefore, the 
axisymmetric approximation was used under two cases, one with, and one without a 
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linear correction factor to account for the model differences.  This model was a 4.7 mm 
wide LSP spot and again utilized Johnson-Cook viscoelasticity and Mie-Grüneisen EOS 
for material modeling but now for 2024-T351 aluminum as was used for experimental 
data (see Table 4).  The element size, explicit time step, duration, and infinite element 
boundary all reflected the best practices determined in previous iterations. 
Table 4: Aluminum 2024-T351 Johnson-Cook and Mie-Grüneisen material properties 
 
The idealized proof of concept optimization model was a computer simulation 
trying to match a target produced by the same computer simulation.  This allowed 
simplifying assumptions such as a spherical pressure profile shape which does not 
necessarily represent what might actually occur during the LSP event.  If, for example, 
the profile is more Gaussian in shape, a model restricted to a spherical profile would have 
limited success matching the experimental data.  Therefore, it was necessary to build an 
optimization space which allowed greater freedoms in choosing pressure profile shapes, 
but was not excessively large so as to drive up the number of iterations to converge to a 
data match.  To do this, Isight was given parameter ranges which were rooted in physical 
constraints wherever possible.  For example, the peak pressure range was based on laser 
intensity and guided by the work of Fabbro et al. (see Figure 22).  The work showed the 
peak pressures obtained for various laser intensities and various impulse times in both 
open air as well as confined behind a flowing water layer (as in this work).   
Johnson-Cook Material Properties EOS Properties 
Property A 
(MPa) 
B 
(MPa) 
C n m 𝜀𝜀̅0̇ 
(1/s) 
Tm 
(K) 
s c0 
(m/s) 
AL 2024-T351 369 684 0.0083 0.73 1.7 1 501.7 1.338 5328 
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Figure 22: Relationship of impulse peak pressure with respect to laser intensity, impulse time and 
confinement condition [92] 
In Figure 22, for confined conditions and a laser intensity of 4 GW/cm2, the expected 
peak pressure will be between 10 and 60 Kbars (between 1 and 6 GPa) [92].  These 
values were set as the lower and upper bounds of the peak pressure variable within Isight. 
Fabbro et al. [92] also outlined a one dimensional development of the pressure 
impulse shape in time as shown in the theory chapter before.  It was found that for a 
range of assumed laser impulse profiles from triangular spike to Gaussian, to square 
plateau, the normalized pressure impulse profile varied only in FWHM peak width.  The 
only other variable which changed the pressure profile in time was the adiabatic cooling, 
based physically on the specific heat ratio of the confined plasma bubble.  This one 
dimensional simplification, however does not account for lateral escape of the pressure, 
and as a result, would never return to zero pressure.  To alleviate this difficulty, the 
adiabatic dissipation term was modified by a reduction factor to ensure zero pressure 
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would be reached in reasonable time without dramatically reducing the work exerted on 
the metal.  Thus, the “adiabatic cooling dissipation rate” modified by the optimization 
algorithm physically represents the combination of adiabatic cooling as well as lateral 
dissipation of the pressure impulse.  Therefore, the number of input parameters for the 
time profile were reduced to two, while being rooted in the physical behavior of the 
pressure impulse formation. 
The same physical bounding could not easily be applied to the spatial pressure 
profile as no work in this area was found to be available.  The restrictions for the spatial 
profile then were as follows.  The spatial pressure profile multiplier must necessarily be 
one at the maximum point, wherever that might be.  The pressure multiplier must also 
reach zero at or near the outer edge of the LSP spot.  Finally, the changes in slope along 
the profile curvature should not be too abrupt, as this would not accurately reflect the way 
in which pressure gradients behave naturally, in other words, it should have a continuous 
first derivative.  With these constraints in mind, the spatial profile was broken into five 
points across the radius of the LSP spot for which Isight modified the pressure multiplier 
over a given range of 0.2 to 1.0.  A MATLAB code then connected these points by means 
of a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial.  This is a piecewise polynomial 
interpolation which retains first derivative continuity (including at the axis of symmetry), 
but sacrifices second derivative continuity to reduce “overshoot” and help better retain 
the overall shape of points being connected.  An example of this cubic Hermite 
interpolating polynomial fit can be seen in Figure 23 where the Isight chosen points are 
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labeled P1 through P5, and the polynomial fitting these points plus the constrained zero 
boundary is shown in red. 
 
Figure 23: Spatial pressure profile formation by cubic fit of 5 pressure points 
Thus, there were eight pressure profile parameters which Isight controlled, creating an 
eight-dimensional optimization space, and the allowable ranges of these parameters were 
governed as much as possible by real-world understanding and physical constraints (see 
Table 5).  Isight applied this pressure impulse to the FEM input file, and the FE model 
python script was run (see Appendix F. Abaqus Execution Python Code). 
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Table 5: Isight controlled pressure impulse shape parameters and associated ranges 
Pressure Impulse Input Parameter Minimum 
Value 
Maximum 
Value 
Peak Pressure (GPa) 1.0 6.0 
FWHM Peak Width (ns) 12 32 
Adiabatic Cooling & Lateral Dissipation Rate .91 .995 
Spatial Pressure Point P1 0.2 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P2 0.2 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P3 0.2 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P4 0.2 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P5 0.2 1.0 
 
The results of the FE model were exported in a way which allowed a direct 
comparison to the empirical data collected in phase one.  Residual stress was averaged 
over 40 elements contained within the radius and depth equal to those of a single hole-
drilling increment from collected data.  This was done for 20 increments into the depth to 
directly compare to the 20 residual stress data points collected in the aluminum specimen.  
The surface displacement results of all nodes across the top of the FE model were 
extracted to compare to surface displacement data collected by the optical profilometer.  
In this case, the optical profilometry data had a much higher lateral resolution than the FE 
model mesh density, therefore, matching of an unequal number of points was needed.  
This could be done by interpolation of either the model points to collected data, or 
collected data to the model points.  The latter was chosen to reduce the number of metric 
entries summed into the objective function which might bias the results.  The pointwise 
absolute value differences to the experimental data were summed in the objective 
function which was the same as was used in the proof of concept optimization trial.  
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When the objective function was minimized, the associated pressure impulse shape was 
deemed to be the best-fit for the collected data and was ready for validation. 
 
Validation of Best-Fit Impulse on Titanium Material Model 
With a best-fit pressure impulse determined, these parameters were applied to the 
titanium FE model for validation.  Recall that in the theoretical development of the 
pressure impulse shape in time, Fabbro [92] showed that the pressure is dependent on the 
“shock impedance” of the material on which the laser impulse is being applied.  As such, 
when a best-fit pressure impulse is transferred to a different material, the peak pressure 
must be scaled accordingly, in this case scaled up from the more compliant aluminum, to 
the higher shock impedance of titanium.  This scaling was done by taking into account 
the ratio of shock impedance by the following equation. 
𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 𝑀𝑀𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 =  �𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
 
 
Here the densities 𝜌𝜌 and sound speeds 𝐶𝐶 for both aluminum and titanium are considered 
together as the “shock impedance” and the root of the ratio of these is taken as the 
multiplier for scaling up the peak pressure for the impulse.  All other parameters were left 
the same, and the scaled pressure impulse shape was run through the identical model, but 
this time with titanium material properties applied as seen in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Mill-Annealed titanium Johnson-Cook and Mie-Grüneisen material properties 
 
 Experimental Data Collection 
The next phase of the current work was to collect the empirical data which served 
as the target for the optimization code, and the validation of the pressure impulse results.  
Two alloys were used for these samples; 2024-T351 aluminum and mill annealed Ti-6Al-
4V titanium.  Specimens were treated with single LSP impulses and the surface 
displacement (surface displacement), and residual stress into the depth were measured 
and averaged over a number of LSP spots.  The typical standard deviation of random 
uncertainty for residual stress measurement is 10-15 MPa, and the commonly accepted 
tolerance of FEM accuracy is 20-35 MPa [86].  Using the upper and lower extremes of 
these values as the statistical standard deviation and acceptable margin of error 
accordingly, and seeking 99% confidence, the desired number of samples round up to 4 
for a statistically significant study [103].  As the focus of this work was to match 
empirical data with simulation, as opposed to just demonstrate correlation, 8 samples per 
material/thickness were used to increase significance. 
The material used for data-matching was 2024-T351 aluminum, which has well-
characterized material properties, including Johnson-Cook material coefficients 
determined experimentally in previous work [97].  The forming of plates of this 
Johnson-Cook Material Properties EOS Properties 
Property A 
(MPa) 
B 
(MPa) 
C n m 𝜀𝜀̅0̇ 
(1/s) 
Tm 
(K) 
s c0 
(m/s) 
TI 6AL-4V 1098 1092 0.014 0.93 1.1 1 1630 1.028 5130 
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aluminum alloy typically results in flattened grains near the surface often elongated to a 
few hundred microns in length.  This could interfere with the consistency of LSP results 
[34], [104], so 25.4 mm plates were faced down to thicknesses of 10.16 and 15.24 mm, 
exposing the smaller (~ a few microns) and more uniform grain morphology  in the 
middle of the plate.  This improved morphology greatly reduces inconsistencies due to 
micromechanical effects within the area of the laser treated spot. 
Samples of two different thicknesses (10.16 and 15.24 mm) were used for a 
validation of the boundary conditions of the finite element model.  The actual treatment 
process utilizes a rubberized damping layer behind the plate to prevent or reduce stress 
wave reflection.  The effectiveness of this backing could change the residual stress field 
in specimens of varying thicknesses.  Since the residual stress field was nearly the same 
in both thicknesses of specimens, then the damping layer was quite effective, and the use 
of infinite elements in the FE model was an acceptable modeling technique.  If there had 
been evidence of residual stress field variation due to wave reflection, then the FE model 
would have benefited from a finite backing with different material properties to more 
closely match the damping material. 
Validation of the predicted pressure impulse was accomplished on 15.24 mm 
thick mill annealed titanium samples, for which the Johnson-Cook material properties 
have also been well researched in past work [97].  The same sample manufacturing and 
testing methods were used as in the aluminum, but the data was kept “blind” for the 
initial part of the study.  Once the pressure impulse had been deduced by the optimization 
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code based on data from the aluminum samples, this pressure impulse was modeled onto 
titanium and validated against the collected data. 
During the previously mentioned facing process, all plate specimens were 
machined to exacting tolerances and very fine surface finish in order to reduce negative 
effects due to surface variation (drawings can be seen in Appendix C. Specimen 
Machinist Drawings).  The machining turned out even more accurate than drawing specs, 
resulting in flatness to within 0.002 mm across the surface of the plates.  Both the 10.16 
and 15.24 mm thick aluminum plates were approximately 230x460 mm in size and the 
eight LSP treated spots were spaced evenly in two rows of four with edge distances of 
approximately 58 mm and center to center spacing of approximately 116 mm.  Figure 24 
shows the aluminum plate in gray with the eight evenly distributed LSP treated spots as 
blue squares spaced far enough apart to eliminate stress field overlap and shock reflection 
from the edges of the plate. 
 
Figure 24: Aluminum plate sizing and LSP spacing diagram 
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The titanium plates were procured as surplus from another AFRL contract and thus were 
sized differently at approximately 100x500 mm.  Four LSP spots were spaced evenly on 
the plates with 50 mm edge spacing and 130 mm center to center spacing to leave enough 
space in between LSP spots for the far field residual stress measurements. 
Laser treatment was accomplished by Metal Improvement Company (MIC) in 
California.  MIC uses a 16 Joule (+/-10%), neodymium-doped glass laser or ~1064 nm 
wavelength (infrared), with a fixed pulse duration of 18 ns (+/-3 ns).  The beam is 
anamorphically shaped into a square which can be focused to a wide range of sizes to 
control the power density of the treatment.  The chosen power density had to be one 
which was not too powerful for aluminum, but powerful enough to induce a measurable 
residual stress in titanium.  Based on many examples from the literature reviewed, and 
confirmed by MIC, 4 GW/cm2 was chosen for this work.  This dictated a 4.7 mm spot 
width.  The single impulse treatment spots were spaced across large plates with sufficient 
edge distance and center-to-center spacing to prevent reflected shock waves or overlap of 
residual stress zones and leave space in between treated spots to measure far-field 
residual stresses. 
Surface deformation was measured using a Nanovea chromatic confocal 
contactless optical profilometer.  This profilometer uses axial chromatism to measure 
vertical surface displacement with a maximum error of only 40 nm over a 400 μm 
measurement range (see Appendix H. Optical Profilometer Calibration Documentation).  
Residual stresses were measured by hole-drilling, accomplished by Hill Engineering in 
California.  A 1.016 mm diameter hole was used in the center of the LSP treated spot, 
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measuring at 0.0254 mm increments to a depth of 0.508 mm.  Eight samples were tested 
and averaged for each material or thickness in order to improve confidence in the residual 
stress measurement.  Three additional hole-drilling measurements were conducted in 
each plate in a far field location to determine the non-LSP affected or “baseline” residual 
stresses.  Representative images of these plates can be seen in Figure 25 & Figure 26. 
 
Figure 25: Representative aluminum plate and hole-drilling locations (LSP treated spots in yellow 
and far field baseline locations in red) [105] 
 
Figure 26: Representative titanium plate and hole-drilling locations (LSP treated spots in yellow and 
far field baseline locations in red) [105] 
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IV. Results and Discussion 
Initial Round Laser Spot 3D Model Results 
For the preliminary round spot model, the FE results for pressures varying from 
1.1 to 1.8 GPa can be seen below.  The surface displacement (Figure 27) shows the 
expected dimple shape, though with some jaggedness, indicating the need for a higher 
resolution mesh; later models had a uniform mesh of a finer resolution to eliminate high 
aspect ratio elements.  High aspect ratio elements are those whose length is significantly 
greater than the width.  This geometry becomes problematic when the stress field is very 
non-linear.  The peak displacements for 1.8 GPa peak-pressure approached 8 μm.  
Comparatively, the work by Hfaiedh showed peak displacements of 10 μm for a 5 GPa 
impulse [51].   
 
Figure 27: Surface displacement for various pressures in 2050-T8 aluminum model[98] 
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This difference suggested that the material model was allowing too much compliance for 
the input energy.  The addition of an EOS alleviated this fact by providing a mechanism 
for a great deal of energy (from hydrostatic compression) to change the material density 
along the stiffening Hugoniot line, resulting in less plastic deformation at higher 
pressures than the plastic strain curve alone.  Further, the surface displacement does not 
reach a zero displacement point until the very last node which is adjoined with the 
infinite element, indicating that the simulation needed a bigger working section; later 
models had an increased overall width to account for this need. 
The single direction, in-plane residual stress at the surface (Figure 28) 
approximately conformed to the expected shape based on published work.  The round 
laser spot showed a more tensile (or less compressive) peak in the center, and this has 
been noted in other work (for example [39], [47]).  The peak compressive stresses for the 
1.8 GPa impulse were around 350 MPa, compared to about 310 MPa for the 2 GPa 
impulse modeled by Hfaiedh [51].  This, again, was due to the presence of too much 
plastic deformation, and was alleviated in later models with the addition of the EOS.  The 
tensile peaks at the outer boundary of the treated spot were larger than expected, 
approaching the material yield stress.  This was another indication of excessive plastic 
deformation, but could also be partially explained by the higher aspect ratio elements 
surrounding the laser treated spot, as well as a mesh which required further refinement to 
handle the large stress gradients. 
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Figure 28: Surface in-plane residual stress field for various pressures in 2050-T8 aluminum [98] 
One interesting characteristic of this model was an increasingly tensile peak in the middle 
of the treated spot under higher peak pressures.  Some prior work documented this type 
of behavior [50], however, this model exhibited nearly zero residual stress at the very 
center of the spot for the highest (1.8 GPa) pressure.  Again, this phenomena has been 
seen in past work ([39], [47]) though not to this extent.  This was taken as another sign of 
the need for mesh refinement and the addition of the EOS, but may have also been more 
prominent due to the element-wise stress extraction, a measurement method which cannot 
be replicated in laboratory experiments.  This will be discussed further below. 
The residual stress at the center of the LSP spot, and into the depth was observed 
to follow the expected transition from compressive to lightly tensile as seen in Figure 29.  
The compressive stresses were less than, and not nearly as deep as would be expected 
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from a more powerful LSP treatment.  This is likely due to the same mechanism which 
caused the tensile spike in the center of the laser treated spot.  Residual stress into the 
depth can be seen in Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29: In-plane stress (σ22) at varying depths below the surface in 2050-T8 aluminum [98] 
Again, this more tensile feature was noted in past research [50], however not to this 
extreme.  The stress profile in Figure 29 was established by tracing a single line of 
elements down the center of the laser spot into the depth of the material.  This represents 
a very small “gauge volume” over which the residual stress is being measured, one which 
would not be possible to reproduce experimentally.  That is to say, it is quite possible that 
this accurately reflects a profile of residual stress which does exist in real specimens, but 
cannot be measured because real-world tests require a gauge volume large enough to 
produce measured changes within the resolution of laboratory equipment.  The method of 
extracting these FEM results was ultimately modified to more closely replicate how 
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residual stress is measured in experiment, that is, by averaging the stress over increment 
discs of material drilled down to a given depth. 
The results from this preliminary model led to many refinements for the 
subsequent models.  First was the refinement of the mesh, and consequently, time 
increments, for better resolution of the LSP event.  Also, the EOS was implemented to 
handle hydrostatic shock of the immense pressure impulse.  Finally, the method of 
extracting residual stress was modified to more readily compare to experimental 
procedures. 
Material Model Verification Results 
To verify the material model, a trace of stress, strain, and density was conducted 
through time on a single element slightly below the LSP treated surface.  Also, a work 
and energy exchange was tracked for the entire model.  These were compared to similar 
outputs highlighted in the previous chapter (Figure 15 and Figure 16). 
The single element trace can be seen in Figure 30.  It begins with a short time 
delay over which no changes occur as the shock is still travelling from the treated surface 
toward the selected element.  The arrival of the hard shock brings about a dramatic 
increase in density (shown in light blue), and consequently compressive stress (dark 
blue), which is very short in duration, and imparts all of the plastic strain (green line) 
which occurs in the event.  The subsequent stabilization, after the shock has passed, 
results in a density which is slightly higher than the original density of the material due to 
permanent plastic deformation. 
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Figure 30: Single element trace of stress, strain, and density through the LSP event 
After the highly compressive shock response, the stress component exhibits a more 
tensile rebound, followed by a period of dynamic fluctuation toward the equilibrium 
compressive residual stress state.  This stress result matches very nicely with the right 
portion of Figure 15 in the previous chapter.  Finally, the trace of elastic strain shown in 
red is a reflection of particle position and velocity.  The elastic wave front arrives well 
after the shock and exhibits the expected HEL “knee” which was shown in the left 
portion of Figure 15.  After the initial elastic wave propagation and density stabilization, 
the elastic strain directly reflects the remaining stress.  When the model reaches 
equilibrium, both stress and strain values retain non-zero values that correspond to the 
residual stress state of the single element after LSP treatment. 
Next, the work energy analysis of the entire model was used to further verify the 
material response.  This can be seen in Figure 31.  The total external work (shown in red) 
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is accumulated over the short (~200 ns) pressure impulse time.  This work transfers 
energy into the model in the form of kinetic (purple line) and potential energy which add 
up to the total internal energy (blue line).  Kinetic energy is lost in this highly dynamic 
system to plastic dissipation (green line) as well as viscous damping (orange line).   
 
Figure 31: Whole model work and energy exchange over the LSP event 
When the kinetic energy has been fully dissipated, the remaining internal energy in the 
blue line is proportional to the elastic residual stress contained in the model at the end of 
the LSP event.  This all matches perfectly with the expected results shown in Figure 16 of 
the previous chapter. 
These results showed that the combination Johnson-Cook, and Mie-Grüneisen 
model handle the material response expected for an LSP event and demonstrate the 
competency of this verified material model used for the remainder of the current work. 
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Finite Element Model Type Comparison 
As discussed in the previous chapter, a comparison study was conducted to 
determine if a 2D model was accurate enough to represent a 3D model.  The residual 
stress results were the focus of this comparison (see Figure 32), as that is the outcome 
which is most critical to match for model predictive accuracy.  When compared to a full 
3D model, the quarter-symmetry 3D model matched most closely, while also reducing 
computation time.  Still, approximately 50 CPU-hours were required to run the quarter-
symmetry 3D model.  While this might seem reasonable in itself, when paired with 
potentially a thousand iterations through an optimization loop, the optimization run time 
was unreasonably long (weeks) for an initial study on this method.  The plane-strain 
model results showed higher compressive residual stresses near the surface and lower 
compressive residual stresses deeper below the surface.  It was expected that a plane-
strain model might more accurately reflect a square laser spot, since there would be less 
“lensing” or “splash” of stresses converging in the center as in a round spot, or 
axisymmetric model.  This was not the case, however, and the Poisson’s ratio effect of 
this model skewed the stress results such that the x-direction and y-direction stresses 
were not equal as was seen in experimental data.  While there was less lensing, this did 
not more accurately represent the square spot which seems to have some center-lensing, 
but not as much as a round spot.  The axisymmetric model essentially turned the square 
spot into a round spot for which the diameter was equal to the width of the square spot.  
This seemed to be the best compromise of all models.  It was extremely efficient in terms 
of computation requirements, and matched within 2% the full 3D residual stress results at 
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the deepest points.  The model did, however exhibit some predictable, more tensile 
divergence of stresses nearer to the surface.  This is a consequence of the aforementioned 
“lensing” which is caused by the round spot, and seemed consistent enough to anticipate 
across a few trial pressure impulse shapes.  The comparison of the residual stress profiles 
from each model can be seen in Figure 32. 
 
  Figure 32: Comparison of residual stress profiles in four FE model configurations 
An axisymmetric model with an increased peak pressure and one with increased width 
were also tested to determine if better matching the overall energy of the pressure 
impulse would compensate for the simplification of the square spot to an axisymmetric 
model.  Pressure and diameter scaling did not improve the residual stress match, therefore 
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the original 4.7mm wide axisymmetric model was deemed close enough to represent the 
3D event by using a simple linear adjustment to anticipate and account for the more 
tensile behavior near the treated surface.  This linear adjustment would serve as a filter of 
the model residual stress results to better replicate 3D results and reality.  A different 
linear equation was applied to each residual stress depth individually based on a 
regression fit of three points corresponding to three different applied peak pressures (see 
Table 7).  In the equations, “Y” denotes the equivalent 3D residual stress value in MPa, 
and X denotes the axisymmetric model stress value in MPa.  All associated linear 
conversion equations have an R2 value better than 0.963.  The full, data-matching 
optimization model was run both with, and without this linear correction method applied 
in order to determine its utility. 
Table 7: Pointwise linear conversion equations and associated R2 fit 
Depth Increment Linear Conversion Equation R2 value of fit 
1 (0.05 mm) Y=4.678*X+44.8 0.963 
2 (0.1 mm) Y=1.546*X+23.8 0.985 
3 (0.15 mm) Y=1.428*X-37.6 0.996 
4 (0.2 mm) Y=1.455*X-40.1 0.988 
5 (0.25 mm) Y=1.568*X-78.6 0.984 
6 (0.3 mm) Y=1.579*X-95.4 0.987 
7 (0.35 mm) Y=0.986*X+4.8 0.973 
8 (0.4 mm) Y=0.75*X+34.6 0.964 
9 (0.45 mm) Y=0.851*X+20.5 0.993 
10 (0.5 mm) Y=1.061*X-3.7 0.999 
 
Optimization Proof of Concept 
As previously mentioned, the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm settings can be changed.  
The number of iterations to converge to a solution typically varied between 60 and 90 
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(taking between 2.4 and 4 hours of computation time), so the maximum number if 
iterations allowed was set to 150, and never limited the algorithm.  Further, the initial 
step size and reduction factor can be changed to affect the speed and accuracy of model 
convergence.  An investigation was conducted to find settings for these values which 
achieved fast yet accurate convergence to an optimal solution.  Both variables seemed to 
have a relatively small effect on the number of iterations to convergence, but the 
accuracy was more readily influenced, most greatly by the initial step size value.  A 
summary of a few examples of paired Hooke-Jeeves variable settings are seen in Table 8.  
While this investigation was not exhaustive in the range and pairing of variables, it was 
deemed sufficient and favorable to achieve an objective function minimization to 0.0797 
within 80 iterations.  Further objective function improvement did not occur beyond this 
point. [43]  
Table 8: Hooke-Jeeves algorithm settings variable investigation, most favored settings in yellow [43] 
Hooke-Jeeves Step 
Reduction Factor 
.1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.75 .75 0.9 
Hooke-Jeeves Initial 
Step Size 
0.75 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.1 0.01 0.01 
Resultant Objective 
Function 
0.109 0.102 0.099 0.081 0.104 0.180 0.0797 0.0797 
Iterations to 
Convergence 
92 73 61 83 70 43 80 80 
 
It should be noted that the actual value of the objective function carries little 
meaning in itself, though in this case it serves as a reasonable metric by which to improve 
the algorithm settings if all other variables remain constant. [43] 
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The next investigation studied the effects of objective function weight factors on 
the quality of data-matching.  The goal being to improve the modeling of the LSP event, 
it is desirable to improve the matching of the surface displacement and residual stress 
field.  The maximum percent difference of residual stress and surface displacement was 
compared for various weight factor ratios.  The weight factor ratio, defined as W1/W2, 
can be thought of as how much the residual stress was favored over the surface 
displacement.  A ratio of one means they were weighted equally, greater than one means 
that residual stress was weighted more heavily, and less than one means surface 
displacement was weighted more heavily.  The results of various weight factor ratios is 
summarized in Table 9 in which W1 corresponds to residual stress preference and W2 
corresponds to surface displacement. [43] 
Table 9: Effect of objective function weight factor on maximum difference from target values [43] 
Weight Factor Ration (W1/W2) 1.0 10.0 0.1 4.0 
Residual Stress Maximum Difference (%) 15.9 1 60 6.2 
Surface Displacement Maximum Difference (%) 4.8 11.1 6.3 4.4 
These results give some flexibility to the use of this model.  If the user wishes to 
better match surface displacement, as may be needed in a surface quality improvement 
situation, simply increase the corresponding weight factor relative to the other.  The 
reverse is true to better match the residual stress field.  The purpose of this work is to find 
an optimal match which is balanced for both metrics, and so weighting residual stress 4:1 
relative to surface displacement most greatly reduced the combined maximum percent 
differences. [43] 
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The above trials were all conducted by setting the initial pressure parameter inputs 
to the smallest values to be consistent.  To determine the effect of initial conditions on the 
convergence to the result, ten initial pressure impulse parameters were tested using the 
aforementioned best algorithm settings.  These initial conditions consisted of one 
iteration where all parameters where set to the lowest values, and one where they were set 
to the highest.  The remaining eight iterations were combinations of randomly chosen 
combinations of first and third quartile values of every parameter.  The results from this 
study can be seen in Table 10. 
Table 10: Pressure impulse results of 10 initial condition trials compared to target values (italicized) 
Trial Numbers 1,4-6 2,3,8 7,9,10 Tgt. 
Peak (GPa) 5.0 5.25 5.0 4.0 
Curvature 2.25 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Duration (ns) 200 200 210 210 
Peak Width 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 
Dissipation Rate 1.0 .08 1.1 1.0 
RS Max % Difference 6.2 7.1 5.8 0 
Displacement Max % Difference 4.4 5.8 4.1 0 
 
Over all of the trials, the algorithm never landed exactly on the target pressure impulse 
parameters.  The results were divided between three converged results.  In each case, 
there was a trade-off in work between parameters, for example a higher peak pressure 
with a shorter, faster dissipating pressure impulse.  These balances of work energy were 
what allowed three near-optimal solutions to achieve residual stress and displacement 
results within, at worst 7.1%, of target results.  Prediction of residual stress to within 
5.8% as in trials 7, 9, and 10 would be deemed sufficient for many engineering design 
applications.  It showed, however, that the optimization space had varying combinations 
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which achieve similar results.  While this is not ideal for finding a single optimal 
solution, the purpose of the method is to arrive at a “best-guess” pressure impulse shape 
which can accurately predict residual stress results in the FE Model.  To this end, any of 
the results achieved above would be acceptable residual stress predictions. 
Having streamlined the optimization model performance within the discretized 
optimization space, those model settings were applied to run over a continuous 
optimization space with the same upper and lower bounds.  As would be expected in a 
space of infinite pressure impulse combinations, the computation time to converge to an 
optimal impulse shape was greatly increased to over 640 CPU-hours, requiring ten times 
as many iterations.  The results, however, were the most accurate of all.  The maximum 
difference of the residual stress relative to the target values was 4.5% and the maximum 
difference of the surface displacement results was 2.5% (see Figure 33).  The shape of 
this optimal pressure impulse in time and space compared to the target pressure impulse 
can be seen in Figure 34 and Figure 35. [43] 
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Figure 33: Continuous optimization space model residual stress matching results [43] 
 
Figure 34: Continuous simulation predicted pressure impulse time profile compared to target [43] 
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Figure 35: Continuous simulation predicted pressure impulse spatial profile compared to target [43] 
Experimental Data 
Before proceeding to the final data-matching results, it would be convenient to 
first take a look at the data which was collected for matching and validation.  Recall that 
four plates were LSP treated; two aluminum plates of 10 mm and 15 mm thicknesses, 
each with eight laser spots, and two 15 mm titanium plates each with four laser spots.  
After LSP treatment, specimens underwent optical profilometry.  Displacement data in 
the form of over 128,000 (x, y, z) pointwise coordinates were generated for each laser 
spot, and these were plotted as a surface contour as seen in the example in Figure 36.  
Each LSP dimple had different feature such as the surrounding machine marks, or small 
bump anomalies.  The dimple shapes had some uneven rounding of corners and were not 
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perfectly square.  Some of these features were unique in each individual LSP dimple, 
others appeared to be consistent across every treated spot. 
 
Figure 36: Single LSP spot raw surface displacement plot from 15 mm aluminum specimen 
By pointwise averaging the surfaces together, anomalous traits were smoothed out, and 
the consistent surface displacement features of the LSP process were more easily seen (as 
in Figure 37).  The surface consists of a generally flat lower indentation with raised areas 
around the perimeter.  This raised area around the dimple was most prominent along the 
sides, and somewhat diminished around the corners.  A few of the broad bumps contained 
within the LSP dimple were consistent across all treated spots indicating some consistent 
mechanism within the process which forms them.  This might be some sort of wave 
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reinforcement or cancelation, or unevenness of laser power, but is consistent from pulse 
to pulse. 
 
Figure 37: Average of 8 LSP dimples from 10 mm aluminum plate 
This averaging was done via MATLAB code (see Appendix D. Surface 
Displacement Averaging MATLAB Code) by aligning the dimples both vertically and 
horizontally then trimming points outside the area encompassed by the FE model, and 
taking the pointwise average of the z-value across eight LSP spots for a given plate 
thickness or material combination.  Titanium plates were averaged together as one since 
the two plates were identical in thickness. 
Cross-sections cuts were taken through the middle of these spots to more easily 
compare 2D surface displacement and see the variation across all eight LSP spots for 
each plate in Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40.  A slight slope can be noticed from one 
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side of the spot to the other, consistent across all dimples, with the right side indented 
slightly deeper than the left.  With the exception of a just one markedly different surface 
displacement, the surface displacement was quite consistent across all LSP spots in a 
given material.  The titanium plate, however, under the same treatment, deformed only 
about 1/5th that of aluminum (~4 microns as compared to ~20 microns in aluminum) as 
would be expected for a stiffer and less ductile material.  This also resulted in a higher 
noise ratio which made 3D surface averaging infeasible as the dimple surfaces were 
difficult to accurately align.  The 15 mm aluminum plate displacements are in Figure 38, 
the 10 mm aluminum plate displacements in Figure 39, and the titanium plate 
displacements are in Figure 40 below. 
 
Figure 38: Middle cut surface displacement from all 8 LSP spots on the 15 mm aluminum plate 
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Figure 39: Middle cut surface displacement from all 8 LSP spots on the 10 mm aluminum plate 
 
Figure 40: Middle cut surface displacement from all 8 LSP spots on the 15 mm titanium plate 
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To get a better idea of the consistency and to make the displacement data more 
useable for data-matching, average values were calculated for each plate, to include plus 
and minus one standard deviation “brackets.”  All plates have similar standard deviations, 
though as a percent of maximum displacement, the aluminum plate displacements 
appeared more consistent.  These averages in aluminum are of a reasonable consistency 
to facilitate data-matching.  The mean and +/-1 standard deviation displacement plots for 
the 15 mm and 10 mm aluminum and 15 mm titanium can be seen in Figure 41 through 
Figure 43, accordingly. 
 
Figure 41: Mean and +/-1 SD surface displacement for the 15 mm aluminum plate 
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Figure 42: Mean and +/-1 SD surface displacement for the 10 mm aluminum plate 
 
Figure 43: Mean and +/-1 SD surface displacement for the 15 mm titanium plate 
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The “right-sloping” trends are more clearly visible in these averages, and even 
continue into the left “side-wall” of the titanium LSP spot.  Averaging of the right and 
left halves of the LSP treated dimple removed concern for the purposes of matching a 
one-sided axisymmetric model to the averaged data in the current work.  However, some 
discussion of this interesting anomaly is warranted.  One might easily consider the beam 
angle of incidence as a possible cause of what appears to be an “angle problem.”  
However, in considering the direct effects of this possibility, the energy density over the 
surface or beam time-on-target will not be affected at all, as the beam has negligible 
attenuation or arrival time difference for small angular variation.  One more feasible 
possibility is the direction of roll-on application for the ablative aluminum tape used for 
the process.  It is impossible to know however, what direction was used for these plates, 
and the fact that the slope correlated perfectly to the orientation of the more rounded 
corner of the LSP spot indicates that it is fixed within the laser system, as opposed to the 
preparation process.  The most likely explanation for this sloping tendency, especially 
considering the consistent rounding of the upper-left corner of LSP spots, is spatially 
uneven gain or imperfect phase conjugation of the laser system resulting in a non-
uniform power density across the laser spot.  Ultimately, this effect is a small one, and 
when applied in a traditional LSP treatment method with overlapping arrays of LSP 
bursts, the effect will be “flattened out” by the overlapping effects to result in a more 
uniform surface finish. 
To check for differences of surface displacement between the 15 mm and 10 mm 
aluminum plates, the mean surface displacements of these two plates were plotted 
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together as seen in Figure 44.  There was negligible difference between the two profiles, 
which indicates adequate damping of the back surface support during the treatment 
process. 
 
Figure 44: Comparison of surface displacement in 15 mm and 10 mm aluminum plates 
 
After profilometry, the specimens were shipped to Hill Engineering for residual 
stress measurement by way of hole-drilling.  The hole-drilling data consisted of 20 
incremental, in-plane x, y, and shear stress measurements for each of 36 holes drilled 
across all specimens.  Twelve of these holes (three per plate) measured the far field for 
ambient residual stress.  The remaining 24 holes were in the center of each LSP spot 
across the aluminum and titanium plates.  Each incremental residual stress measurement 
for each hole was accompanied by a measurement uncertainty, computed as outlined in 
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Chapter II.  The Hill Engineering report also provided average stress profiles for both 
untreated and LSP treated locations from each specimen.  Across all measurements, the x 
and y stresses were very close in value and shear stress was negligible.  For this reason, 
only the average principal stress will be the point of discussion for the remainder of this 
work to remain consistent, and to compare to the single in-plane stress which was output 
by the axisymmetric model.  An example plot of the average residual stress in untreated, 
and LSP-treated aluminum and titanium plates, as provided in the residual stress report, 
can be seen in Figure 45.  Please note that the report was provided in Imperial units, and 
the plate naming convention was non-descriptive.  The 15 mm and 10 mm aluminum 
plates are labeled as numbers 82495 and 82496, respectively.  The 15 mm titanium plate 
was processed as two separate plates which are labeled S/N 1 and S/N 2. (The entire Hill 
Engineering report can be found in Appendix G. Hill Engineering Residual Stress Report 
[105]).  
 
Figure 45: Average untreated and LSP treated stress profiles each plate [105] 
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To determine how much residual stress was imparted by laser treatment, the 
ambient residual stress, that is the residual stress measured in the far field and determined 
to be inherent in the plate before laser treatment, was subtracted from the LSP measured 
residual stress.  This assumption is safe for ambient residual stresses which are very 
small, however the titanium samples exhibited a significantly higher ambient 
compressive residual stress near the surface, likely imparted during the plate facing 
process.  Existing compressive stresses of this magnitude might influence the 
effectiveness of the LSP treatment, resulting in less imparted compressive stress at the 
surface, and slightly more immediately beneath the surface.  This was noted when 
comparing the effects of the “best-fit” pressure impulse in the titanium FE model to this 
residual stress data. 
In a way similar to the surface displacement data, residual stress data was 
averaged, and this time bracketed by both measurement uncertainty lines as well as 
standard deviation lines.  This gave an idea of the consistency of data and made a 
consolidated target for the data-matching operation.  The first item of comparison was the 
residual stress profiles of the 15 mm and 10 mm aluminum plates to check for large 
differences which may be due to stress wave reflection from back boundary effects.  Both 
of these residual stress profiles exhibited increasing compressive stress into the depth 
with relatively broad standard deviations from spot to spot.  The measurement 
uncertainty is exceptionally low, indicating good accuracy of measurement, though it 
broadens at the most extreme measurement depths as a consequence of strain gauge 
resolution limitations.  There was a slight difference in the 10 mm plate vs. 15 mm plate 
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residual stress profiles between the 0.1 and 0.2 mm depths, however, the difference fell 
within ~30 MPa which would be considered successful accuracy for compressive residual 
stress treatment, and was almost entirely encompassed by the standard deviations.  The 
comparison of the thick and thin aluminum plates can be seen in Figure 46.  Blue lines 
correspond to the 10 mm aluminum plate, and red lines to the 15 mm aluminum plate.  
The darkest line is the mean, and the dashed lines each represent the measurement 
uncertainty bracket. 
 
Figure 46: Comparison of residual stress field in 10 mm and 15 mm aluminum plates 
Next a comparison can be made between the aluminum and the titanium residual 
stress fields for the same LSP treatment.  Recall that the titanium exhibited significantly 
less surface displacement than the aluminum, as would be expected for a stiffer, stronger 
material.  One might be led to believe this reduced plastic deformation means that the 
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imparted residual stress is also less, however, the opposite is true, and in-fact, the residual 
stress imparted to the titanium is approximately three-fold at its peak, and equal to that of 
the aluminum at the deepest measured point.  The slope of the titanium results also leads 
one to believe that compressive residual stresses do not extend as deeply into the 
substrate as in the aluminum plates.  Also of note, the standard deviation of stresses 
within titanium treated spots was quite a bit larger than in aluminum, indicating more 
variation for a given treatment.  This would be an important consideration to the design 
engineer incorporating LSP into the manufacturing process.  The aluminum (in blue) and 
titanium (in red) residual stress profiles are compared in Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47: Comparison of residual stress profiles in aluminum and titanium plates 
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The titanium appears to exhibit the more tensile (less compressive) stress near the 
surface as has been seen in some models.  Recall, however that the ambient residual 
stress in the titanium plate included a rather substantial compressive stress near the 
surface (orange lines in Figure 45).  Therefore, the apparent tensile trend in the center of 
the spot should remain suspect, at least nearest the surface, as it would be expected that 
less compressive residual stress could be imparted into material which already contained 
a good deal more compressive residual stress initially. 
Fully Incorporated Optimization – FE Model Results 
The fully incorporated optimization method set out to match the residual stress 
data from the aluminum plates by determining the best-fit pressure impulse shape.  This 
matching was attempted both with, and without the linear correction factor to account for 
residual stress differences between the axisymmetric model and 3D.   Without the linear 
correction factor, the data-matching model did a reasonable job at lining up with the 
measured residual stresses.  The comparison of model residual stress results (in blue) and 
measured residual stress results (in red) can be seen in Figure 48. 
As expected, the axisymmetric model predicted a much more tensile residual 
stress toward the surface, and as a result the rest of the stress profile matched a few MPa 
below the target data.  The stress profile further into the depth, however, fluctuated 
almost entirely between the measured standard deviation brackets, although seemingly on 
the lower side.  It seems as if, in compensating for the tensile peak near the surface, the 
optimization algorithm achieved more compressive stresses deeper below the surface. 
(See Figure 48) 
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Figure 48: Optimization-matched residual stress field in aluminum plate from uncorrected model 
 
Figure 49: Optimization-matched surface displacement in aluminum plate from uncorrected model 
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The comparison of FE model and average measured surface displacement can be 
seen in Figure 49.  The magnitudes of the surface displacement are in fairly close 
agreement with measured values, however, the dimple has a much steeper “sidewall” and 
a bit more “overshoot” at both sides of this sidewall.  It seems the binding to zero 
pressure at the outer edge of spatial pressure profile is not the most accurate constraint, 
and perhaps some mechanism to allow some “spilling over” of the pressure to beyond the 
edge of the laser treated spot would produce a more accurate model.  It would be best if 
the fixed-zero pressure point were further outside the width of the laser spot, and a 
number of points between the edge of the laser, and the zero point could be given the 
opportunity to carry some pressure in this transition region.  This architecture was given 
considerable thought, in aspiration to give more flexibility within the optimization space.  
In pushing the fixed-zero point outward, however, it would be necessary to add at least a 
couple of points within the transition zone which are added dimensions within the 
optimization space.  This was deemed too expensive to the process, both 
computationally, and in terms of project scope considering this is a first attempt at such a 
complex process. 
The pressure impulse parameters which were used to produce this pressure profile 
shape can be seen in Table 11.  The optimization matched peak pressure was just over 4.2 
GPa, and the associated FWHM peak width was 18 ns with a moderately fast adiabatic 
cooling dissipation rate.  It is possible, as was seen in the proof of concept optimization 
case, that similar residual stress results could be achieved by a lower pressure, paired 
with a wider peak width and/or slower pressure dissipation rate.  The optimization trial 
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history for this simulation, however, showed that numerous parameter combinations like 
this were tested, and yet, the solution converged to the parameters below for the closest 
match. 
Table 11: Optimization-matched pressure impulse parameters from uncorrected model 
Pressure Impulse Input Parameter Optimization Match Value 
Peak Pressure (GPa) 4.2031 
FWHM Peak Width (ns) 18.1 
Adiabatic Cooling & Lateral Dissipation Rate .91591 
Spatial Pressure Point P1 0.9739 
Spatial Pressure Point P2 0.9597 
Spatial Pressure Point P3 0.9876 
Spatial Pressure Point P4 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P5 0.9226 
 
The spatial profile was very nearly a plateau, with just a slight dip in the center 
and a lightly rounded corner at the edge of the laser spot (see Figure 50).  Interestingly, 
this profile is not far removed from the work of Hasser et al. [57] as in Figure 4(a) from 
Chapter I, in which the peak pressure is actually produced near the outside of the laser 
spot, and a diminished pressure is seen toward the middle.  The profile established here is 
unlike that previous work in that it is first derivative continuous, making it a more 
feasible match to what might occur in the actual LSP event. 
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Figure 50: Optimization-matched spatial pressure profile from uncorrected model 
 
Next, the optimization process was run again with all the same parameters, but the 
residual stress field was corrected with the linear regression equations to account for the 
near-surface tensile behavior of the axisymmetric model.  In this case, FE model residual 
stress results were modified by these correction equations before being compared to 
experimental data, and by extension before being inserted into the objective function.  
The results of this trial showed slight improvements in the matching in aluminum. 
The residual stresses can be seen in Figure 51.  The model residual stress still 
exhibited slightly more tensile behavior at the surface, but was not as prominent in this 
corrected model.  Further, the residual stresses below the surface fit well between the 
standard deviation ranges of measured data.  The upward trend of model residual stresses 
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at the deepest measured points might indicate that the overall depth of residual stresses is 
less than in the previous attempts, but for the measured depths, it still lies within an 
acceptable range. 
 
Figure 51: Optimization-matched residual stress field in aluminum plate from corrected model 
The surface displacement results exhibited the same problems as noted in the 
previous trial, and were also not significantly different, although they were slightly closer 
to measured data in a few areas.  These results can be seen in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Optimization-matched surface displacement in aluminum plate from corrected model 
The pressure impulse parameters from the corrected model can be seen in Table 12.  The 
peak pressure was slightly less compared to the uncorrected model, and the peak width 
was somewhat wider with a marginally slower dissipation rate.  The spatial pressure 
points resulted in a shape similar to the uncorrected model. 
Table 12: Optimization-matched pressure impulse parameters from corrected model 
Pressure Impulse Input Parameter Optimization Match Value 
Peak Pressure (GPa) 4.1642 
FWHM Peak Width (ns) 18.4 
Adiabatic Cooling & Lateral Dissipation Rate .91391 
Spatial Pressure Point P1 0.9648 
Spatial Pressure Point P2 0.9696 
Spatial Pressure Point P3 0.9952 
Spatial Pressure Point P4 1.0 
Spatial Pressure Point P5 0.9519 
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The matched spatial pressure profile from the residual stress corrected trial can be seen in 
Figure 53.  It is not significantly different from the uncorrected trial, but does have a 
slightly more abrupt drop-off at the outer edge of the laser spot. 
 
Figure 53: Optimization-matched spatial pressure profile from corrected model 
Without yet considering how these pressure profiles translate to the titanium model for 
validation, the linear correction factor on the residual stress data did appear to improve 
the quality of data-match slightly. 
Validation of Best-Fit Impulse on Titanium Material Model 
The final step of the current work was to validate this best-fit pressure impulse on 
the titanium model.  Recall that to transfer the best-fit pressure impulse, it must be scaled 
by the root of the ratio of the shock impedance of the materials as outlined in the previous 
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chapter.  This scaling resulted in a peak pressure of 5.3224 GPa, which was then applied, 
with all other pressure impulse parameters the same, to the titanium model.  The resultant 
residual stress profile can be seen in Figure 54, where the blue line is the simulation 
resultant residual stress profile in titanium, and the red line is the measured data. 
 
Figure 54: Residual stress from uncorrected best-fit pressure impulse applied to titanium 
The uncorrected model residual stress profile does not perfectly match collected data, 
though it followed a very similar contour, which is notably different than that of the 
aluminum.  The stresses are consistently less compressive throughout the entire depth.  
The residual stress results did, however exhibit the expected tensile trends near the 
surface, though these strayed less from experimental data than the tensile spike in 
aluminum. 
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This underestimation of the compressive residual stress could be the result of 
many things.  First, the theoretical work of Fabbro [92] from which the pressure scale 
multiplier was derived was one-dimensional, perhaps oversimplifying the problem too 
much to account for unknown 3D effects.  It is also possible that the material properties 
of the materials used differed from published material properties in one or both of the test 
materials.  It is not expected that the aluminum material properties would have much 
variation as the manufacturing process for that alloy is quite consistent, though some 
small variation in modulus or yield strength would be feasible.  The material properties 
for titanium, however are very dependent on temper.  The mill-annealing process is 
designed to reduce this variance, however there could still be some differences.  It would 
have been ideal, to determine the Johnson-Cook material parameters of the plate from 
which the titanium specimens were taken, and this was planned, and is in fact still under 
contract to be accomplished for other work.  However, the timeline for that contract 
slipped out of alignment with the timeline of the current work, and previously published 
values had to suffice.  If, for example, the aluminum modulus was slightly stiffer, and 
yield strength was slightly higher, and the opposite was true of titanium, this combination 
of variance would indeed lead to the underestimated titanium residual stress exhibited 
here.  Similarly one of the Johnson-Cook parameters followed a similar trend, the same 
result could be achieved.  Ideally a sensitivity analysis on material properties could be 
accomplished to test this theory but it was deemed beyond the feasible scope of the 
current work.  Finally, in the flow of the current work, the aluminum, and titanium 
specimens were laser treated more than a month apart.  While it should be expected that 
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identical laser treatment could be produced at any given time.  It is possible that some 
variation in the LSP process resulted in a slightly more powerful treatment of the 
titanium.  This could be anything from a thicker inertial water layer containing the 
pressure, to slight variations in the focus or power output of the laser, even if within the 
accepted tolerances put forth for LSP standards. 
The surface displacement of the titanium in response to the best-fit pressure 
impulse can be seen in Figure 55. 
 
Figure 55: Surface displacement from uncorrected best-fit pressure impulse applied to titanium 
The surface displacement in the titanium model exhibits the same overly-steep 
sidewalls as were seen in aluminum.  The magnitudes of the high and low points were 
within relatively close range of measured data.  Most interestingly, however, was the 
more pronounced trough-like dip at the bottom of the LSP dimple sidewall, and an 
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unusual bump very near the center of the treated spot, which would in-fact be a ring 
within the dimple.  These seem like the kinds of formations which might arise from a 
liquid medium impacted by a drip, and are perhaps formed by similar mechanisms.  The 
model was rerun with a longer total time to ensure that this bump was not a wave caught 
traveling through the model, however the results were the same. 
Next the pressure impulse from the corrected model was applied to titanium for 
impulse validation.  These results were similar, but slightly improved.  First, the residual 
stress was still significantly less compressive than measured, but actually reached within 
one standard deviation of the average measured residual stress around a depth of 0.15 
mm.  The residual stress results can be seen in Figure 56. 
 
Figure 56: Residual stress results of corrected best-fit pressure impulse applied to titanium 
The surface displacement in titanium showed negligible difference between the 
corrected and uncorrected models. 
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IV. Summary and Conclusions 
Summary 
The current work set out to test a novel method for LSP pressure impulse shape 
determination in both time and space via optimization methods. The goal was to find the 
best-fit impulse shape to match empirical residual stress and surface displacement data 
and bring about a method by which pressure impulse shapes could be “cataloged” for 
various laser settings to be applied to FE modeling efforts on demand.  The current work 
sought to address a major shortfall in the LSP modeling field in that pressure impulse 
shapes have not ever directly been measured and thus are always assumed, sometimes 
poorly.  This results in inaccurate residual stress predictions which are not yet reliable 
enough to incorporate in engineering solutions without validation by full-scale, or at least 
by representative component testing.  Improved pressure impulse models could preclude 
these expensive tests. 
A methodical review of literature was conducted to determine the state of LSP 
research and modeling to date.  The documented material improvements brought about 
by LSP treatment are very much beneficial and able to be tailored to specific material or 
structural needs.  These include surface hardness, surface finish, and compressive 
residual stresses.  Most notably, the improved resistance to fatigue and crack growth are 
of high value to structural metals in particular.  FE modeling of LSP has a number of 
best-practices which are fairly consistent across the field.  Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity 
is the most common foundational material model in use of late.  The use of an EOS is 
also common, though less consistent, and apparently dependent on LSP settings and 
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expected peak pressures.  Numerous software applications are common in the field.  Most 
commercially available FE software programs are capable of handling this type of 
modeling.  High performance computing is occasionally used to handle large, single 
explicit step models, especially if the LSP burst is to be repeated numerous times.  Less 
computational power is required to carry out an explicit kinetic phase, implicit 
equilibrium phase model, however, this is more complex to set up for numerous model 
configurations.  Explicit modeling is the most common at this time.  Most notably, there 
is a large variety of examples of assumed pressure impulse shapes in both time and space.  
The field has not seemed to settle on one specific standard.  The SRT pressure impulse 
shape in time is the most commonly used, however, there are still many variations of this 
type.  Spatially, there is no widely used shape.  There have been many forms of different 
partial Gaussian profiles, but still a significant number of other assumed shapes.  It is this 
lack of measured or determined pressure impulse shape which was of most interest for 
the present work.  Further, there are a number of measurable artifacts which come about 
from LSP treatments.  Surface hardness and finish do not change enough to measure 
small differences between LSP settings.  Surface displacement, and residual stress field, 
however, are easily measured, and vary greatly with different LSP settings making them 
the ideal artifacts to attempt to match. 
Finite element models were developed and tested, including verification of a 
Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity and Mie-Grüneisen EOS material model.  Initial models 
showed the effectiveness of the Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity model, but developed 
residual stress and surface displacement anomalies at higher pressure, indicating the need 
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for hard shock handling.  This was accomplished via the Mie-Grüneisen EOS.  A full 
model work-energy analysis was conducted and qualitatively matched published work.  
Complete validation was not accomplished due to insufficient specific model settings to 
which a comparison could be made. 
A model type study was conducted to test the likenesses of various 2D and 3D 
representations of the LSP process.  A full 3D (square), quarter-symmetric 3D (square), 
axisymmetric, and modified axisymmetric model were compared under the same 
assumed pressure impulse to determine how residual stress results varied across these 
model types.  The quarter-symmetric 3D model most closely matched the full 3D model.  
The axisymmetric model produced a slightly more tensile residual stress near the laser 
treated surface due to a stress-focusing effect.  Modified axisymmetric models with both 
wider treated spots, as well as higher peak pressures were tested to better match the total 
applied work of the 3D square spot.  Ultimately, the original axisymmetric model was 
still more accurate than the modified forms.  To the prospect of thousands of iterations, 
the efficiency of a 2D model was deemed more important than perfect accuracy, and the 
axisymmetric model was utilized for the remainder of the work by incorporating 
pointwise linear correction factors which would assimilate axisymmetric residual stress 
results to their equivalent 3D results.  A comparison of multiple LSP model types was 
something not found in any prior work to date. 
Residual stress and surface displacement data was collected and averaged for 
numerous single LSP spots.  Spots were treated via 16 Joule neodymium-doped glass 
laser with a pulse duration of 18 ns over a 4.7 mm wide square spot resulting in an energy 
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density of 4 GW/cm2.  Eight spots were applied to each of three plates.  Two plates of 
2024-T351 aluminum were tested (one 10 mm and one 15 mm thick).  One plate (split in 
two) of 15 mm thick mill-annealed titanium was also tested.  Surface displacement was 
measured via optical profilometer and averaged for each of the plates.  Residual stress 
was measured via hole-drilling in both the far field (ambient) and in the center of each 
LSP spot (treated) to determine imparted residual stress.  Surface displacement in the 
aluminum was greater than that of titanium, however the magnitude of compressive 
residual stress imparted into the titanium was greater, though not as deep. 
A Hooke-Jeeves optimization algorithm was built to modify pressure impulse 
shape in both time and space within a 5-dimensional optimization space to attempt to 
match FE model residual stress and surface displacement results to the empirically-
collected data.  A simplified proof of concept model was built within a discretized 
optimization space to attempt to match a known pressure input, and did so in under 100 
iterations, and to within less than 7.1% error, though non-uniquely.  Over continuous 
optimization space, the model matched results to within 4.5% maximum error.  These 
modeling methods were then transferred to a fully continuous optimization space, built to 
better reflect the LSP process used on the measured specimens.  This full simulation was 
used to determine the best-fit pressure impulse shape by matching the results obtained in 
2024 aluminum.  Surface displacement results showed some inaccuracies, particularly in 
the region of transition between treated and untreated material.  The residual stress, 
however matched, generally to within ~25 MPa, and slightly better in the linearly 
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corrected axisymmetric model.  Most residual stress measurements were within the one 
standard deviation of the measured average. 
This best-fit impulse shape was then transferred to a titanium FE model to attempt 
to validate this pressure impulse shape.  This was done by scaling up the peak pressure to 
account for a higher shock impedance of titanium.  When applied to titanium, the residual 
stress and surface displacement did not match as accurately.  Residual stress was under-
predicted by a significant amount, though slightly less so in the linear corrected model. 
Conclusions 
A few key conclusions can be drawn from this work.  First, the pairing of the 
Johnson-Cook viscoplasticity and Mie-Grüneisen EOS produces a material model which 
should be considered the standard in the field of LSP explicit modeling if it was not 
already so.  Hydrocodes might be able to more accurately model certain material 
situations, particularly when damage is prominent, however, FE codes which allow for 
Johnson-Cook and Mie-Grüneisen bring sufficient material model fidelity for the LSP 
process within reach of design engineers which are often less familiar with in-depth 
codes.  The empirically based Johnson-Cook model handles the deviatoric viscoplasticity 
for most strain rates.  The addition of the Mie-Grüneisen EOS allows the handling of a 
hard shock by linking material density to shock and particle velocity for very high 
hydrostatic pressure circumstances.  The combination of these two into an explicit 
simulation is ideal for LSP modeling. 
Next, the substitution of a 2D axisymmetric model to approximate a square LSP 
spot provides sufficiently accurate results to speed up model run time where it is 
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necessary to dramatically reduce CPU-hours.  Modifications to the axisymmetric model 
to better match energy input are not helpful, but rather a linear adjustment can be 
implemented to improve the prediction.  By using this pointwise linear adjustment, 
results from an axisymmetric model can be used to determine equivalent 3D model 
results, fit to within R2 of 0.96. 
More notably, the method of using an optimization algorithm to match FE model 
results to a set target can successfully be employed to achieve an accurate match.  This 
method was also successfully utilized to find a pressure impulse shape which resulted in 
an FE model match of empirical residual stress data to within 5%.  As to whether this 
optimization matched pressure impulse shape can be transported to a different FE model, 
specifically one with different material properties, that remains inconclusive.  Initial 
results of transferred pressure impulse in titanium were less accurate.  The results show 
promise in that the shape of the residual stress curve very closely matched.  The 
magnitude, however, has room for improvement.  This could be a consequence of 
simplifying assumptions made in this fledgling initial study, or more likely variance of 
material model constants which could be fixed in future by matched material testing to 
determine more precise model constants.  This is where the most room for future work 
can be found, as the initial model has showed some promise worth pursuing. 
Suggested Future Work 
This work sets forth a foundation on which similar processes could be used within 
the field of LSP modeling to continue to improve FE model prediction of residual 
stresses.  Initial pressure impulse matching shows promise which could be capitalized 
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upon by a few key improvements.  First, it would be of high value to employ cluster 
computing to execute a fully 3D model incorporated into the optimization algorithm.  
This would require increased pressure impulse shape parameters to handle both corners 
of the laser spot as well as anisotropic pressure distribution, and would thus create a 
much larger optimization space which might require improve optimization algorithms to 
efficiently match empirical results. 
Second, it might be necessary to empirically determine the material properties of 
the exact material sample to which the pressure impulse is matched.  This would be a big 
hurdle for the employment of the method in common engineering application, but if a 
single, well characterized material could be used for pressure impulse determination, the 
design application of LSP to common materials would still be significantly improved.  
Further, material characterization of an alloy for testing might still, in some cases such as 
the F-22, be less expensive than full-scale testing for LSP validation. 
Contributions 
Within the present work, the analysis of single LSP spot displacement and 
residual stress data is the first of this magnitude, and among the first of its kind, 
particularly in collecting a statistically significant sample size.  Eight identical LSP bursts 
were applied to each of three specimens consisting of two materials and their associated 
residual stress and surface displacements were measured.  This data-set is of high value 
to the research community, and the possible analysis conducted in the present work has 
only touched the surface of its utility.  Efforts will be made to make this set of data 
available to the research community for future work. 
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The method of using an optimization algorithm to attempt to determine pressure 
impulse shape by data-matching of LSP artifacts was entirely novel to this field.  
Optimization has been used to a small degree to optimize results for a given LSP 
treatment or optimize LSP settings for a desired result, however, the reverse engineering 
of the pressure impulse shape by attempted data-matching has never been attempted (or 
at least published). 
Finally, the validation of an optimization-matched pressure impulse shape in a 
second material was the first attempted.  While the results of this validation may be been 
less than perfect, they show promise that this method could be improved and capitalized 
upon to improve LSP modeling accuracy and streamline its incorporation into 
engineering design at every level. 
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Appendix A. Abaqus Finite Element Code Details [88] 
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Appendix B. Isight Optimization Code Details [94] 
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Appendix C. Specimen Machinist Drawings 
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Appendix D. Surface Displacement Averaging MATLAB Code 
close all 
clc 
% Depth Cutof 
D=-.002; 
% Size of Buffer on either side of dimple 
ybuff=36; 
xbuff=154; 
% Which Plate is used (must match prefix name of imported matrices 
plates={'one','two'}; 
for m=1:length(plates) 
    plate=plates{m}; 
Zsum=zeros(300,800); 
sizes=zeros(8,2); 
for n=1:8 
% Temp. renaming of each surface to preserve original data 
    eval(['surf=',plate,num2str(n),';']) 
% Extracting data into vectors 
X=surf(:,1); 
Y=surf(:,2); 
Z=surf(:,3); 
% Turning vectors into surface sized vectors/matrices 
Ybar=unique(Y); 
Xbar=unique(X); 
Z2=reshape(Z,[801,161]); 
Z2=Z2'; 
% Centering all spots about the dimple 
[row,col]=find(Z2<D); 
row=unique(row); 
col=unique(col); 
row=row(6)-ybuff:row(end-5)+ybuff; 
col=col(6)-xbuff:col(end-5)+xbuff; 
Ybar=Ybar(row)-Ybar(round(median(row))); 
Xbar=Xbar(col)-Xbar(round(median(col))); 
Z2=Z2(row,col); 
% New figure for each surface 
figure 
surface(Xbar,Ybar,Z2,'edgecolor','none'); 
title([plate,num2str(n)]) 
caxis([-.022 0.009]) 
axis([-6.2 6.2 -6.2 6.2])  
Zsum(row-row(1)+1,col-col(1)+1)=Zsum(row-row(1)+1,col-col(1)+1)+Z2; 
sizes(n,:)=[size(Z2)]; 
end 
Z2=Zsum(1:length(Ybar),1:length(Xbar))/8; 
Z2=Z2-mean(mean([Z2(1:4,1:12),Z2(1:4,end-11:end),Z2(end-
3:end,1:12),Z2(end-3:end,end-11:end)])); 
figure 
surface(Xbar,Ybar,Z2,'edgecolor','none'); 
caxis([-0.022 0.009]) 
axis([-6.2 6.2 -6.2 6.2]) 
end 
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Appendix E. Surface Displacement Alignment and Averaging MATLAB Code 
for i=1:8 
    eval(strcat('Y=Y', num2str(i),';')); 
    eval(strcat('X=X', num2str(i),';')); 
    ind1=find(abs(Y)==min(abs(Y(1:400)))); 
    ind2=find(abs(Y)==min(abs(Y(401:801)))); 
    ind1=ind1(1); 
    ind2=ind2(1); 
    if Y(ind1)>0 
        ydif=Y(ind1+1)-Y(ind1); 
        xdif=X(ind1+1)-X(ind1); 
        x1zero=X(ind1)+xdif*(-Y(ind1)/ydif); 
    elseif Y(ind1)<0 
        ydif=Y(ind1)-Y(ind1-1); 
        xdif=X(ind1)-X(ind1-1); 
        x1zero=X(ind1-1)+xdif*(-Y(ind1-1)/ydif); 
    else 
        x1zero=X(ind1); 
    end  
    if Y(ind2)>0 
        ydif=Y(ind2+1)-Y(ind2); 
        xdif=X(ind2+1)-X(ind2); 
        x2zero=X(ind2)+xdif*(-Y(ind2)/ydif); 
    elseif Y(ind2)<0 
        ydif=Y(ind2)-Y(ind2-1); 
        xdif=X(ind2)-X(ind2-1); 
        x2zero=X(ind2-1)+xdif*(-Y(ind2-1)/ydif); 
    else 
        x2zero=X(ind2); 
    end 
        midx=(x2zero-x1zero)/2+x1zero; 
        eval(strcat('X',num2str(i),'=X-midx;')); 
end 
start=max([X1(1);X2(1);X3(1);X4(1);X5(1);X6(1);X7(1);X8(1)]); 
for i=1:8 
    eval(strcat('inds=find(X',num2str(i),'<start);')); 
    eval(strcat('X',num2str(i),'(inds)=[];')); 
    eval(strcat('Y',num2str(i),'(inds)=[];')); 
end 
smallest=min([length(X1);length(X2);length(X3);length(X4);... 
        length(X5);length(X6);length(X7);length(X8)]); 
    X=[]; 
    AVG=[]; 
    sdev=[]; 
for i=1:smallest 
    X(i,1)=start+0.02*i; 
    AVG(i,1)=mean([Y1(i);Y2(i);Y3(i);Y4(i);Y5(i);Y6(i);Y7(i);Y8(i)]); 
    sdev(i,1)=std([Y1(i);Y2(i);Y3(i);Y4(i);Y5(i);Y6(i);Y7(i);Y8(i)]); 
end 
minus=AVG-sdev; 
plus=AVG+sdev; 
plot(X,AVG,X,plus,X,minus) 
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Appendix F. Abaqus Execution Python Code 
1. # -*- coding: mbcs -*-   
2. #   
3. # Abaqus/CAE Release 6.14-1 python script 
4. # Internal Version: 2014_06_04-18.11.02 134264   
5. # Colin Engebretsen 
6. #   
7.    
8. # from driverUtils import executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup   
9. # executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup()   
10. #: Executing "onCaeGraphicsStartup()" in the site directory ...   
11. from abaqus import *   
12. from abaqusConstants import *   
13. session.Viewport(name='Viewport: 1', origin=(0.0, 0.0), width=441.729187011719,   
14.     height=247.200012207031)   
15. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].makeCurrent()   
16. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].maximize()   
17. from caeModules import *   
18. from driverUtils import executeOnCaeStartup   
19. executeOnCaeStartup()   
20. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].partDisplay.geometryOptions.setValues(   
21.     referenceRepresentation=ON)   
22. a = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly   
23. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=a)   
24. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].assemblyDisplay.setValues(   
25.     optimizationTasks=OFF, geometricRestrictions=OFF, stopConditions=OFF)   
26. mdb.JobFromInputFile(name='Axi',    
27.     inputFileName='I:\\My Documents\\Abaqus\\2019\\Q3D&AxiFinal4Isight\\Ax118x157Final.inp', 
28.     type=ANALYSIS, atTime=None, waitMinutes=0, waitHours=0, queue=None,    
29.     memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,    
30.     explicitPrecision=SINGLE, nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, userSubroutine='',    
31.     scratch='', resultsFormat=ODB, parallelizationMethodExplicit=DOMAIN,    
32.     numDomains=8, activateLoadBalancing=False, multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT,    
33.     numCpus=8)   
34. mdb.jobs['Axi'].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)   
35. mdb.jobs['Axi'].waitForCompletion()   
36. o3 = session.openOdb(name='I:/My Documents/Abaqus/2019/Q3D&AxiFinal4Isight/Axi.odb')   
37. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=o3)   
38. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].view.setValues(nearPlane=0.0241018,    
39.     farPlane=0.0363003, width=0.00800811, height=0.00464673,    
40.     viewOffsetX=-0.00100671, viewOffsetY=0.00233465)   
41. session.Path(name='AcrossTop', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (   
42.     0.0059944, 0.0, 0.0)))   
43. session.Path(name='HD1', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -3e-05, 0.0), (   
44.     0.00045, -3e-05, 0.0)))   
45. session.Path(name='HD2', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -8e-05, 0.0), (   
46.     0.00045, -8e-05, 0.0)))   
47. session.Path(name='HD3', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00013, 0.0), (   
48.     0.00045, -0.00013, 0.0)))   
49. session.Path(name='HD4', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00018, 0.0), (   
50.     0.00045, -0.00018, 0.0)))   
51. session.Path(name='HD5', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00023, 0.0), (   
52.     0.00045, -0.00023, 0.0)))   
53. session.Path(name='HD6', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00028, 0.0), (   
54.     0.00045, -0.00028, 0.0)))   
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55. session.Path(name='HD7', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00033, 0.0), (   
56.     0.00045, -0.00033, 0.0)))   
57. session.Path(name='HD8', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00038, 0.0), (   
58.     0.00045, -0.00038, 0.0)))   
59. session.Path(name='HD9', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00043, 0.0), (   
60.     0.00045, -0.00043, 0.0)))   
61. session.Path(name='HD10', type=POINT_LIST, expression=((0.0, -0.00048, 0.0), (   
62.     0.00045, -0.00048, 0.0)))   
63. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].view.setValues(nearPlane=0.0241609,    
64.     farPlane=0.0362412, width=0.00832824, height=0.00483249,    
65.     viewOffsetX=-0.00114209, viewOffsetY=0.00265961)   
66. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.setPrimaryVariable(   
67.     variableLabel='U', outputPosition=NODAL, refinement=(COMPONENT, 'U2'))   
68. pth = session.paths['AcrossTop']   
69. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiU2-1', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
70.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=119,    
71.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
72. session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.setPrimaryVariable(   
73.     variableLabel='S', outputPosition=INTEGRATION_POINT, refinement=(COMPONENT,   
74.     'S11'))   
75. pth = session.paths['HD1']   
76. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD1S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
77.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
78.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
79. pth = session.paths['HD2']   
80. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD2S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
81.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
82.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
83. pth = session.paths['HD3']   
84. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD3S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
85.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
86.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
87. pth = session.paths['HD4']   
88. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD4S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
89.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
90.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
91. pth = session.paths['HD5']   
92. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD5S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
93.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
94.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
95. pth = session.paths['HD6']   
96. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD6S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
97.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
98.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
99. pth = session.paths['HD7']   
100. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD7S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
101.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
102.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
103. pth = session.paths['HD8']   
104. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD8S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
105.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
106.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
107. pth = session.paths['HD9']   
108. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD9S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
109.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
110.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
111. pth = session.paths['HD10']   
112. session.XYDataFromPath(name='AxiHD10S11', path=pth, includeIntersections=True,    
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113.     projectOntoMesh=False, pathStyle=UNIFORM_SPACING, numIntervals=10,    
114.     projectionTolerance=0, shape=UNDEFORMED, labelType=TRUE_DISTANCE_X)   
115. x0 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD1S11']   
116. x1 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD2S11']   
117. x2 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD3S11']   
118. x3 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD4S11']   
119. x4 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD5S11']   
120. x5 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD6S11']   
121. x6 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD7S11']   
122. x7 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD8S11']   
123. x8 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD9S11']   
124. x9 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiHD10S11']   
125. x10 = session.xyDataObjects['AxiU2-1']   
126. session.writeXYReport(fileName='AxiHDData.csv', appendMode=OFF, xyData=(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x
5,    
127.     x6, x7, x8, x9))   
128. session.writeXYReport(fileName='AxiU2Data.csv', appendMode=OFF, xyData=(x10))   
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Appendix G. Hill Engineering Residual Stress Report [105] 
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Appendix H. Optical Profilometer Calibration Documentation 
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